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)This curriculum guide is designed t) assist teachers, Grades 9 through 12, in \e% eloping asoutse of
...

.instruction that will change student perceptians of 20th century art and architecture. Course content will
focus on the haracteristics and,trsends in art and architecture of this period v. ith consideration for derivative

.

sources d s!ir potential ftiture directions. , .... \

t,

A

INTRODUCTION

This guide provides one means of organizing. the content and activities of an art hi§tory course. 'Other

means, better suited to partichlar class groupings, are encouraged provided they accot for the}kffering
teaming modes of students. The activities suggested allow for siudent differences gre intended to
pro fide

c7
de a aried approach to the content. Teachers are encouraged to be engaged in a coniin'uous process of

assessing student interests and developing new activities designed to meet the goals and objectives of the
course. The Art Conc'epts arld Activ ities'Bank w ill serve as a valualale resource for addilignalactivities and

,topics for discussion. ."

The suggestpd course 'is divided into three parts:

1. Chronological overview :
... ,

-- 2. Comparative analysis of art and architecture, movements, styles, and
techniqueA

s . d,,, .

3. Independent student research and study
-

.
. I

' This giiide may effectively serve as the bais for a mini -cou se, a one-semeste
. uur'se, or a whole year's

work. It will also serve as a resource for thedeyeiopment of instructi2nal objectivespectaining to arthistory
which are included in most studio art courses. It is recommetideU that preliminary planning for an art
history :unit provide a variety of resource materials including slides and reproductions eferenue bobks, art
and architectUre periodicals, and a textbook. ..,, ,

GOALS

-
A major objective of this course deals with the development of student ability to recognize, compare, and
analyze style, form, and expressive content as a means of der Vopinga greater insight into the purposes and
meanings of art and architecture of the 20th century. Activ itiel are' designed to provide a broad o\etviev.' of

s /

these art forms 'while allowing for indepth Studies of individual artists and arehitects. This course should
provide a cornprehensive v iew ...of the Subject and help, the Student formulate some basic concepts and

understandings which will increase his, her appreciation of art and architectuji. A continuing study of the
field will stimulate,a greker awareness of odr reed to change the environment and make visual statements

4

. -

The major goals of a course in T entieth Century Art and Architect* are to derrionstrate an awareness of
the significant movements in tti a t and architecture...A; 'the 20th cent y; to study 'the relationships ot q0th

century art and architecture to the social, economic, and cultural ne s'of society to develop an increasing
sensitiiity to creative and aesthetic values within one's environment, and to recognize the need for citizen
concern for en.vironmerital planning. -

(1 ? ,...

. NOTE: The teacher iziay find in the Resukes section of each unit, and in the general Bibliography, the
titles of books no !Plger included in Buuk.s in Print. They are nevertheless listed because they are considered

. outstandinerefereftces,.and some. teachers may still'have access to them. It

;

) ; .

es
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OVERVIEW..
z

,

A cause in twentieth century art and architecture May be offered to
.
any higlischool student in Grades 9, 10:

117am-41/412 as an elective for onsemester or one year. Students may earn one-hhlf or one full elective credit
- . . .

' which may be applied toward graduatibn requirements.'
5 .

The instructional Objectives identified forthe course Twentieth Century Art and Architecture are listed in

.the,:erogratn,bf Studies, Vol. 2, as f llows: ,

By the end of the course; the student sh ild be.able to:
1

identify selected exampled of 20th century art and architecture in terms of the characteristi9 of the
Movements they represent .

e,
. describe a favorite work of this century in t ms of the effectiveness with which it utilizes materials; its
expressive qualities; its compositional struct re; and its derivative sources
compare selected works of art and architecture 'n terms of the artist's and architeQt's treatment of form

and.space
name several artists and or architects who are rep
century
identify several majo
describe the conceptua

j demonstrate the maste
describe the functions
identify, the megia an
name an art or arch
on 20th century art
name an authoritariv
disciiss"the effectiNe use

esentatiNie of the major movements diiring the 20th

ichitecturat features that co _only cribe a structure dr dwelling
and intuiti.Ne modes of ihNes igation'commonly employed by artists

y of a basic Ne oca b ula ry for 20th.-dentury art and. architecture
f art and architecture museurris and galleries
brocesses employed in significant works of art

ecture,historian a critic, or a museum director who is an acknowledged authority
r architecture

book the subject of 20th century an or ar6h-itectute
aterial commonly employed in contemporary architecture

'./.. ,

In addition, the Students will

i
have,4quiredllfme foundation for being able to:

,, /
,. , .

demonstrate an appreciation of contemporary art and architecture by voluntarily visiting displays of
contemporary work; colfectMg reproductions of 20th century art. and pictures of 20th century
architecture; or reading:a book on the subject

,

\

identify well-conceived plans for urban and interurban changthat speak To the need fo'r concerned

public interest in environmental planning
discuss the influences associated with several 20th..&ntury mdtements in art or architecture

a
r.

'

These objectives for. instruction are related to that. MCPS ibal of education which provides for
.

, -1
,. "The development of some of the basic disciplines and skills in the . . . creative arts to be--used

throughout [thc,4tuilent's] !if; for communication, expression, and enjoyment"
rt

,
fThisguide will e urther support to the goals.for aesthetic expression by helping each studen:t gain;pro"'d

I

a knowle e of the nature of the creative . . . arts.
experiencce w.iph a wide variety of art forms'
a perspective for developing his/ her own aesthetioriteria'and tastes

,.-understanding of the contribution of the-arts to human communication

,
1
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Pd OF VIEW
1.,.. . .i ..

. .
. .7 -

, A rationale for the content and instructional activities presented in this giale are expressed in the following, -. ., ,i`point of view from the .Program, of Studies. . , .
.

. ,,,

The arreducation process provides the student with the opportunity to:develop aesthetic awareness, critical. le gthougtit, and cultural understanding 'through sensory exploration of the natural and created environments.
The student will use 'hese sensory experiences, 'enhanced by feelings, imagination, creativq, and art
techniques, to form the basis for art activities. .. . >. .

_ Aesthetic i awareness, criti I thought, andcultural understapdiare
i

equal importance
pfoduction in the art education Process'.Thestudent dev elops an appreciation.of art through c

*arks of art, the studenesdwn art form,peer art; and masterworks of art. Throughcomparison, t
learns*d make critical ju*dgments'afiout the quality of works of art encountered. Through the aware

..
differing periods and styles in art, the student. develops a sense of history and becomes tvare

a
tact with

student

individuarsplarze in time ,and in society.
.

Art education permits the student to experiment with art media and provides a ety Of art forms for ,

study. Through such experimentation and stud, the-itudent become etter able to tr.'It to
experiences 'into a syrnbolic,;,visual language as well as to inter, t that language in aest :tic terms Art
becomes both a source of,selftrealization and a way of dommtunicating with others. By g ging in the art
process, the student develops the skills and techniques needed to make a A isual statement. n addition, the
student learns to interpret /he meaning of art work created by.others and eggages in problem-solv ing and
divergent and creative thinkingithrotigh participating in "open-ended" art itojects.Within the tramelhork
of art eduCation, t'he student explores the elements of art and principles of design; using these elements with

' more complexity as he /she advances in the art program.

The learning and production tasks in the art program are developmental; thus,theart prograni t-12 J.& ers
many of the same art concepts at different levels of complexity varying according to media, motivation,

' and sophistication of,the students's knowledge. Vocabulary building begins in kindergarten and increases-in
scope and campleitity until the student is able to make meaningful statements, about art.

c

Tlx art program enables the student at the elemema'ry level to become aware of art career possibilities and
.presents more specific career informatibn at the secondary level. ven those students who,w ill not pursue art
as a vocatioikty well enjOy it as an avocational interest. / $

The art education process will enrich the lives of most students by expsanding their aesthetic awareness,
understanding, and appreciation of art. As they becOme increasingly. more discriminating viewers ana
consumers of art, aesthetic awareness will reveal itself in the decisions they make about their visual
environment.

z



LNTRODUCTION

A thematic or concept-centered apt)
suggested. A cariprehensise presto
conceptand limited to several class
intervals throughout the course.

PART 0, E; CH ONOLOGICAL- OVERVIEW

\j-1

oach to presenting a chronological,ursey of art and architecture is
df 20th century 'art and architecture based on a single theme Or

essionsshould be followed ,by-other comprehensise osers loss at

The
.

topics, concepts, and questIs I sted.belov. u nder Content mdc be consideredtn deNteloping each
clonological oCeniev.. Other, topics can be descloped as the need arises or as prompted from
clptsrooni,discussitinAlthough'some quptions and, topicsmay not lead totsimply -stated conclusions,i
their uv is intended to stimulate stitd nt inte9st, pros oke discussion, and, at the same time, present
important,information.i

a 4

IL OBJECTIVES
. s( . :,

, I .\ .

,...
At the end of this unit it of study, the

v.

t dent. should be able to: -
,

use an appropriate vocabulary in d scussing art and architecture
name some of the major artists and architects of.the 20th century
describe some the origin's and i fluences of the majOr4riosements of 20th century art and.

_
I

.,

discuss some aspects of art and architecture in terms of sacial and political influence,

\.. 1 rIII. CONTENT

ChroAlogy

.
)

One met hoear des eloping a broad coneept of the es' olution of 20th century art and architecture is to
produce timelines or flow charts off.ignificant names And events. Two kinds-of charts are suggested..

Bulletin board pictorial timeline

Teacher and students collect repr ductions from magazines and other sources.

e.

As overview develops, new picture nd information are added.

Chart should ineltide major mdseinentsrk6y artists and .architects, dates, and significant
historical circumstances or events.

Students keep a personal timeline chart, entering the names of artists; architects, and mos ements
they are familiar with.

Use reproductions or sketches-where Possible.

Include ioformation similar to that Op the bulletin board.

The following is a beginning list of potential discussion topics, questions, and concepts that may be
developed into units of study:

, The 20th century artist's cone for foil* space, and time has proMpted a transition in media
which parallels the media tr nsition of the Italian Renaissance. (See saMple.nnit.)

. .

c

9
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A

Most 20th century art c n be categorized in relation to the experience of the outside world or to
theexperience of the i ner,world. (See sample unit.) i

.

One can view art as a eaction Co the commercial culture. (See'sample unit.)
. J

Contemporary art,ike the an of the past, is produced with the processes, tools, and materials
available and reflects major characteristic, of a culture. (See sample units.)

Twentieth century arc itecture evolies through periods, of emphasis on decoration; form, and
symbol. (See sample it,)

How do artists interp et what they -see, think, or feel?
. . -

Why does the ap1ear nce of art change over .de.cades of.time?
, . .

The 20th century ma be viewed as a period when abstraction in art became, for the first time, -a
conscious effort. , .

How is an importan artist or architect disitinguis ed tiorn others less important in their field?li . ,

, . .

Artists usually refle' the cultural milieu .
ithin which they operate. _

Artists often, act is social or political fc rces.. -.

_ .
- ; , ., s

Some specific piece of art and architecture have special importance in the evolution ofstyle in

art.
%.

The role of the arc tect haSgeown from abLilder of living and workiwpaces to a visionary of
environment and rcttector of world eco t dgy.

.
I ,'

.

Fine art oftAn'af cts design changes in,.other areas; e.g., industry, era fts , advertising; and

fashion design. i

, .

After World Wa II, Ae center of avant garde art shifted from Europe to the United States.
.

"4.



CONCEPT:

'AMPLE UP4S

The concern of 20th (ita) artists for form, spa. y e, and time has proMpted a transition in
media tohih parallels MT media transition of the Italian Renais:sailce.

.

OBJECTIVE: Identif} and compare the media used and the,reasons for, their shirt' g emphasis during .

d) Italiati Renaissance and the 20th century.

p

SUGGESTIONS.FOR' INSTRUCTION:,
,

Review the major Western an forms prior to the Renaissance.

,
'''

Discus's the works of major sculptors and painters of the Itilian Renaissance begi-nning wi h Mlisaccio.1 ht.
concefn for linear perspectike was futile for sezIptorsbut presented a world of challenges t the painter,. Asa

_ result. painting domin)ted the work of this period:'

Read Mondrian's ,Ten Form and stud} his paintings. He was thy first artist to realize tl
painting in dealing w ith form and space and, therefore, limited his compositions to re?tili
priman Lolor ith a concern r Did Mondrian hioe an} concern for line.

Re iew and discuss contemporai3, media that are used to explore form, space. and time iela ionships such
as tele% ision, kinetic art 'forms. sound and Light seuIRture, em ironments. and "h4pp'eni Note the

.

e of. .

car shapes and
perspectic"

increasing number > of art works in these media;

,Nssem111c a Told& of clippings, sketche,s,, and state ents that illustrate the use of three-klimen tonal mQdia'
toclaN., ,

-8

1

View and discuss the film Twethielli Century Art: A Break with Tradition.

ASSESSMENT MEASURES:.

-IdeTitify,art meduf of the Italian Renaissance and the 20th century:

State reasons for the shift in media emphasis during these two periods.

RESOURCES:

-Feldman, rdm'und. firrieries of Visual Experience: Art as Image an?! Idea.
Gabo. Naum.I. ,Diers Art.
Kiondrian,- Piet. ,New Fond, Documents of Modern Art.
Twentieth Centul Art: A Break with Tradition, MCPS Film #0031

,

PROGRAM 01:.STCDIES CORRELATION:
,

1-

I 411/.. -

Compare selected kA, orks of,art and architect tire in terms of the artist's and architect's treatment o! form and
_space._ _

.

3
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. 1: . . - . . ' .

.'''
., CONCEPTS: -41.ost 20th.centur) art can be categorized in relation'to the experient eof the outside ttorld

or to the experience of the inne,Frorld. - '' ,,
.1'

i.,

OBJECTIVE: Contrast Surreilism apd construcat istn-and identifys significant artists, their sources of
motivation; and some cyrrent artists whose, Work Feflects an''influence by either

a d
.

movement. - t - . ,
. .,,

Art portrays either the realuy of nature (things as they app -eats toexist I or the reality Of tire
. .

artist (things created by the artist'rePiOnk.the miltietzte of hisl her mind.) TIze.te tiro~
realities are represented in 20th century art try,' Surreaksnt and Conitructivism. t

SUifqESTIONS FOR INSTRUCTION: ) -; .

.,.

---,, . .. a A, ' .0 .t
f

0

categoric'
.,

Read the 'first 24 pages of Encounter KIth Art bS, Hastie and Schmidt. Discuss the two gf 20th. , .
century .art as represented iti some reprodugtions. 4V,. . -.' ( ft.
Dit ide a tack b9ard horizontally With iv.o different colors of Ylrapp,ing paper. Eachstudent clips an abject
(or portion of one) from a magaiine photo. Taking turns, each student cli0 an item to the boal-cr. The
resulting Surrealist composition is Y iewed through hand-held frame, then analyied for meaning and giyeii
a title. Discuss the works of De Chiricot, Ernst, Tanguy,and Dali. ' * .

. ,
.

, i
1 . - . ,

ae velop another group compositin on the tack bpard', adding real flat objects or materials to. the
.

composition. Discuss the collages of Braque, Picass6 Ernst, and Schv.itters. Re.yiew the Surrealist .
manifestos of BretonWritten_in 1924 and 1929. . . (/

.

. . _.---\
.

The laws of chance canprotide the artist wittla visual order completely independent of either imitakikof
nature or the limitation qnd bias of his, her ov.i intentidnq Assign numbers 0 through 9 to a stt.Of colors.
Using the phone book a49a source of number combinations, color in the squares on a sheet of graph paper,
wyrking in a systematic way acl-oss the paper. Would you 'associate this exercise with Surrealisnt or with

. v
Constructivism? ... ,, , t I.

, . ti, -, '

.

.

. , ^ .,
:`ASSESSMENT. MEASURE:`, ,, , i't , ... ..,

, . -

Describe Surrealism and Constructivism and iite seYeral early examples of each movement that are
° 'reflected in today's art. ,,, I- - .

, 4 '. . i . t ... t

RESOURCES:
r y :\

Barr. Jr:, Alfred, H. (ed.). Fantastic An, Dada, Surrealism,
Hagtie, Reid. and Schmidt, Chrisiian.4Encounter with Art.;.
Jean,' MarCel, and N4ezei, Arpad. The illstory of Surrealtir inting.

,
r...

1
;

Richter, Hans. Dada: Art and Anti -art. ' '
l .

.

1 Rickey. George. Constractiyisnr: Origins and EC, tion.
; - t . . - ...

.
.. . ----"'.

-1 . ,
- . .

KROGRAM.OrSTUDIES CORRELATION:*

Cr

0\

.. .

Discuss the influencest'associated with sottral Nth century motgments in art- or architecture.
; . t;,1 - \

. i

A

Zr S

,
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CONCEPT:I Art is a reaction to the commercial culture. The 20th centuri emphasis on technology,
mass production, and a consumer-based economy' led artists to question the banality of"
the commercial nhriks Media such" as billboard and advertising art. Commonplace -

. CallimerciaNsual.9are utilized by artists in a yariety of ways to create new "yearlings. ,

OBJECTIVES: Demonstrate, an understanding of the use of commercial graphics in pop art by stating
why artists used specific items. Discuss environments created by pop artis in leans of
emotional impact and Satirical statement. examine elements in the (commercia lture
which led to pop art statements. Define Pop Art, either verbally or graphically.

.SUGGESTIONS FOR INSTRUCTION:-
.---

.The_works of AndS,`Warhol, Roy,Lichtenstein, Tom yiesselmann,James."Rosenquist, and ClaessOldenburg
are show n fordiscussion. It is noted that the 'trend had its beginnings in Collage, Dadaism, Surrealism, the
machine-age wort: of Leger, the "found" art of Duchamp, and the work of Jasper Johns. Discussthe Use of
commercial sy mbpls, cartoons (comics), and billboard art as a satirical comment, and examine the reasons
for the development of Pop 'Art. Questions mig e. Howhas mass productiOn affected-thelood
industry..? How does media adsertise it? Does the tautomobile play.,a part in this art? Is repetition of the

.message necessary? Is it numbing? 1-10.?.Does co rcial ait dull the senses? Does it assault the viewer''

Each student-displays at least one well-know n, easily recognized symbol (Green Giant. Wonderbread,.

Holiday Intz, Campbell Soup, Cho rolet, Tide, etc.). The class.examines the sy mbois and decides which are
. commonplace. Well-know n television commercials and advertising slogans may be brought into the

discussion. Sunset Strip billboardsand Las Vegas neon;signs- are cued as sources for the artist. (For a
description -of Las Vegas. see Tom Woll's Kandy-Kolored Ttligeruft,-Flake Streamline Baby.) Students
may use symbols to make their ow n statements:` Repetiti4n and color changes as evidenced in Pop Art are
discussed.., .

'

Kienholz' and Wes,selmantis ens ironmental w orks and the sculptures of Oldenburg center on an everyday
item or aoect of society which is a-sisuare.liqhe. Through the use of collage or mixed media, students may
express a societal commonplaCe such as "The Drive-In,"Parking Lot," "Last Rock Concert," or "Soft
Motorcycle."

,

A discussion of these studies and comparison of intention's furthers consideration of the impact that
commercial elements and mass media (print, film, electronics) have ox the culture. The artist may treat the
subject with irony or he she may indicate acceptance and art uncritical attitude. air

4
ASSESSMENT MEAStRES:

. . ,
Define Pop Art iiqour terms, and express a judgment about its significance in,today's culture.

. P

Suggest pOster designs which could be rendered in a wanner that wgild indicate optimum use of Pop Art
stechniques (silk screen multiples designed as box labelsi litho movie poster's, BenGay dots, and balloon

comments): To what extent do these ideas signify an understanding of the significance of tiop art''

RESOURCES:
/4*-- '

,,Kulterma`fin, U o.
Lippard,,Lucy

Art:
Art US .Now, VolumesI and II.

Wolf, Tom.-1( v-,Kol red Tangerine-Flake Stlezimline. Bab.

-4-

e New Painting. '-' -
- ;

con .ibutionsty Lawrence Allov.ay, Nancy Marmer. and Nicholas Callas). Pat')
,.. . . - - -b..
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A
PROGRAM OF STUDIES CORRELATIONS:

,

Identify selected examples of 20th century art and architecture in termsOf the characteristics of the
movements thsy represent., ' .

n
. . ..

Descripe 4, favorite work 9f this century in terms of the effectiveness with which ii utilizes materials; its
expressive qualities; its compositional structure; and its derivative ,§purces."

Discuss the influen0associated with several 20th:century movements in art or architecture.
*-:.74.:fe.. ' .

,r.,., .i.,
N

CONCEPT: Contemporary art, like the art of the past, it produced with the prOcesses, tools, dnd
materials available and reflects the technologicakcharacter of a culture. (Example A)

OBJECTIVE: Recognize the increasing variety and complexity of art processes as demonstrated
kinetic art.

SUGGESTIONS FOR INSTRUCX1ON: :. . a

4,
1 A N 4-4;

.I.':
4:

. ...

Study and discuss the works of several kinetic artists under-,each of the following categories.

Motion painting st,tic,canvases employing cinematic techniques, of repeating form in patterned
sequence

. ,
Marcel D,u6hamp "Nude' Descending the Stairs"
Balla *-7vellacing Automobile "'
Victor Vas,arely Checkerboard series

I .
,, .-, . .

0 tical phenomena in which apparent or actual, trfoVernent of the object or movemerit,of the
5;, server produces an intense sensation of change and motion

. C. 4. .

- H einz Mack mechanized moire patterns
c

. .

,,,. , Bridget Riley wavy parallel lines .-1 ' r,

..". P

Transformation in which rapid movement weals to dematerialize an objector in which moNemerit
of the.object or of the observer can bring about a marked change in its appearance

Jaacov Agam sawtoothed surfaces ...

Jesus Soto lined screens and suspended rods
7

Movable works in which the observer is encouraged to alter or rairange the paitifig or sculpture -7
ir
. Charles Huntington "Boob Tube"

YaShide Kobashi "Plumbob IV"
Julio le, Parc ---: mechanisms involve spectator
Karl Gerstner .- "Tangential Eccentric"

orSculptures or paintings in which motorization with
t

gears, cranks, and levers is employed to push and
,pull,' lift, and .turn ...... ... .

a

'1

4

Bruno Munari ,`Nine Spheres in a Colu
Jean Tinguely self destructing series'
Pol Bury machines with surrealistic movement/ -
Nicholas Schoffer works react to intensity of tight and tp sounds

14



.Movement itself using economy of means and simple.medhanics
. .

Alexander Calder mobiles/
Len Lye rotating steel rods
Jose de Rivera rotating loops
Takis electromagnetic sculpture

1.4ght play a dependence upon movement of either the light source or the viewer
.

. Gunther Vecicer "Light Forest"
Gianni Colombo "Great Pulsating Surface"
Rockne,Krebs --,laser compositions

. .

Motion pictures in which techniques of,ariimation and cinematography are utilized to. roduce
^oap v in g images that are optircally projected

Computer-made..film in which a special language and technique are used to ptiograrri co uter
graphics

Bell Telephone Company
Boeing Aircraft Company
Brooklyn Polytechnic

. ,

Read any text on the subject oc kinetic-art:

:4erdn,.-.,k.,.---.s.4 0,/,.:rr- 1,4' '''Ate-4 '''' P":'''''''''V
Working as a group, the class should deNelop a chronological chart of significant kinetic art forms. Refer to

, . ., i,...
. the classification qi kinetic art movements by ropper.

. ,
, --_,%

- ,

,' ASSESSMENT MEASURE: ,;! .Y .. c \-.

, Using ii collection of photographs oC,kinetic art, identify the process employed in making each one` or cite
; the tethnologyequired for its'design.i,

,

RESOURCES: ''
,,. .,

Brett, ti3,-.. Kinetic Art. ;
i

Cal-railer, Ronald C., and4Thurston, Jacqueline B, Optical Illusions and the Visual ANA. 1 :,,,
q-- -,- ..,

Halas, John, and Manvell, Roger. Art in Movement: New Directions in Animation. ....
,

.

)
I. Hastie; Reid, and Schmidt, Christian. Encounter with Art.

., , -1;
. 1-hilten, K.G. Pontus. The MaAine. \ .

Popper, Frank. aligins and Development of Kinetic Art.
Reichardt, Jasia. Cybernetics, Art and Ideas. '

.2. . , ... - -,. '

PROGRAM OF STUDIES CORRELATIONS:

Describe, a favorite work Of this century in terms of tbe effectiveness With which it utilizes materials; its
expressive qualities; its'compositional structure; and its derivative sources..
Discuss the influences associated witlseveral 20th century movements in art or architecture.

a

1



CONCEPT:

.

OBJECTIVE:
r

Contemporary art, like the art of the past, is produced with the prace ses, tools, arid
materials available and reflect; the technological character of a culture. ('Example B)

Identify the variety and scope of art processes and materials as demonstrated in the p
and surfaces used in aft of the 20th century.

-' ---
SUGGESTIONS FOR INSTRUCTION:

.N.

The study of color and color relatiopships are areas of cOnce ration in the works of a large number of 20tli
.

century artists. , is
,

nts
,

-\* .
Read the short chapter on color in Constructivism by Gd rgeltickey.

.., .

Look at the works of Morris Louis, Kenneth Noland, Gene Davis, Victor Vasarely, Hans Hoffman.
Compare the range of colors in these works with tile-Color range in paintings by Rembrandt, Hats, da
Vinci, Whistler. _ . ',

Each student should cut samples of color from magazirtes(a limited time is'set for this).-The class the,h
cooperatively should' arrange all samples in order by value or spectrum.'

.. . I I
1

r

Identify the colors that do not appear io the representatiNe samples of Rembrandt, Hats, oi4Vhistler;
....

, .
and Louis, Davis, or 'Hoffman.

. Disc Ifs s the reasons for the increased range-of 'color used in contemporary art.

11he wider range of materials arailableto the 20th century...artist has introduced new surfaces and colors-
.

stimulating tieW styles. View and discuss the film 4rt for Tomorrow. .
..

.._

____-______ . --, .

Look at the materials comnionly employed in an v.orks,prior, to this century: woods, bro4 stone,
. .

,

gold, silv/ aef. stained glass, tapestry fabrics, fresco plaster, etc. A' -Y

''`A ':*-" :. "...Y.jr .. . c

. .. _ . -.... °.
*R.

Compare t es6,with the iange.of
.
materials employed in contemporary, art such -as:.-

4:-
Epoxy resin Frank-Gallo

.

Cromed metal Ernst'Trova
Stainless:Steel David Smith, Harry Bertoria
R eSteel Anthony Cap3
FrOlyesSter = Niki de Saint-Phalle 0

Plexiglas§ r John McCracken
Vinyl plastic Jasper Johns; Clads Oldenberg
Draped fabric Christo, Sam Gilliam .
Light surfaces Don Flavin'
Painted sheet metal Don Judd

.

Identify the means for forming and assembling varidus cAntemporary materials.

List the 'materials that require-special facilities for. safe fOrmihg and finishing.

.
Compare,this type of_studio with the traditional concept of an artist's studio.

41)
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. .
STUDIO ACTTIVITItS: .

$ ' .

Select a reproduction of a painting frbm any 'period. Dtiplicate theInajor shapes and, color-5 in the painting
by pasting up paper or ieaf colors. {Autumn leaN, es preserNed with polymer are an excellent wtitce of color.)

.Try to give a general imPreg,si4n only as to climate, temperature. aroma, or sound-of the painting '-- not'.I .minute details.
:

--,
. . . : ,,,,,,... . . . .. . ,:,Do two stripe paintings by-pasting tip strips of colored paper or leases. Selec-t and,paste the 'colors for (irk .

painting entirely at random, tyo trot plan hicli Color pill lie placed next to another..),Do the second
painting more deliberately.. Select -and plac each strip carefully. Compare the two results. ..

. t ...
,

,d

in each colors in The difference willDo two stripe, paintings. painting. tis _the same the sameiequence. only
be that one set of paper stripwill be torn, tyre other cut. Compare the results. I

,t , $,J.. ,
. -

ASSESSMENT MEASURI: .
.s. .'-

Given' a set of 20th century art reproductions, identify the maierials and processes in each./ . -,.
4_

Z1RESOURCES: ... ..

Josef. Interaction of Color. t,
Rickey, George. Comstructistn: Origins and 'volution.
Sloane, Patricia.. Color: Basic Trinctples and ,Nejt. Directions.
-Art for Tomorrow. MCPS Filth #5816

,
1140G,RAAI OF STUDIES COROLATIONS:

Describe 4, favorite 'work of this century. in terms of the*effeetiveness with which it utilizes matetials..its
exp'ressiVe-qualities: its compositional structure; and its derivative sources.

Djscuss the influences ,associaWd with seNerar2Oth century mti\-ements in/art or architecture.
Se:

O
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e CONCEPT; Twentietli,ce.ntury architecture evolves throughperiods
3
yfenzphasis on decoration,y6rm,

.

.. t.. and.symbol. ,

) i',

OBJECME: Identify ex*anwles of 20th century -architecture that emphasize decoration, form, and' 1-

symbol', and, rilate each style to a social or technologicalsinfruence. -,,
.

i .

, - .1,.

SUGGESTIONS POR INSTRUCTION: 4
.

f , ., -I

chapters
, . if

Read p an JO in The ,Visual.Dialogue by Nathan Knobler. Discusses the three major 'functions of-

architecture anchidentify the basic structural systems and some basic structural ftIrms. Scan Architecture by

) 0 clrest Wilson..
,

) . ' .

1 Study the works of Louis Sullivan at the turn of the 'century.
a.

Determine the characterittics and sources of the beaux-arts style of 'ornament Sullivan used.

Reiew the developmentsin structr al engineering that led to his use of non-loadbearing curtain walls.

Contrast the works of Sollivan wit those or Mies van der Rohe and Eeto Saarinen,
.

I..

Characterize the forms and materials that each architect identified with.

Relate the use of these forms in architecture to their concurrent popularity in painting'and sculpture.

,Study the commercial buildings and structures in the neighborhood. kientify those that incowbrate
symbolic forms in their design such as teepees, oriental motifs, etc. Identify also thost structures that
incorporate symbolism in'the form of letters or signs as an integral part of their design:-

Read the article "Ugly ls.Beautiful, The Main Street School of Architecture," Thi, Atlantic Monthly

.April 1973. 4'
'..

i
1

\ . A ,

Describe the function of ,symbolism in architecture.
1

ASSE$SMENT MEASURES:

Using i given set of architectural photos, categorize each,,in terms of emphasis on decoration, form, and

symbol.

jDescijbe the0o

RESOURCES:

or technological reasons for changes in these three style categories.

' Hamlin, Talbot .F. Fort* a Functions of 20th Century Architecture,.
Jencks, Charles, and Baird, George. Meaning in Architecture. -, ,

Knobtbr, Nathan. The Visual Dialogue: An Introduction to tlie'Appreciation of, Art,
Stern, Robert. New Directions in American Architetture.1

Venturi, Robert: 'Learn* from. Las Vegas. . ...
.

-%" Wil§oif, Forrest. Architeelure: A Book of Projects for Young Adults..
.,

N)

.. ?.

PROGRAM OF STUDIES-CORRELATION:

Compare selected works of art and architecture in terms of the artist's andarchitect's treatnkent of form and

space.

.

-3D
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PART TWO: COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF ART AND ARCHITECTURE,
.

MOVEMENTS, STYLES, AND TECHNIQUES

I. INTRODUCTION

.
The interest and actiNe inwhemerki of each student may be encouraged through the discussion of
interesting to ics and the exptoratiQn of concepts examined through a study of numerous 'works °fart

etgd archite re. Thoughtfully designed questions can help students acquire insights that will increase
the know ledge of and appresiationifor our art her age. Students should be-encouraged to look at, to
analyz and to compare works of art so that informed judgmejits can be made. Some suggested topics
and actiNi s are presented under Content of this section, and seNeral sample units halve been developed

., from this list.

II. OBrECTIVES
a .

At the end of this unit of study, the studetat should be able toe:

describe a fallorite work of art or architecture in terms of the effect eness with which it utilizes
materials; its expressie qualities,,its compositional 'structnre; its deriNative .6ources

identify media and proces employed in significant works of art and architecture

. distinguish between the cQnce ial and intuitiNe modes of imestigation Lommonly employed by

'0.111,

artists
.. -

, .

tompNre selected works o' f art and architrcture in terms of the artists' and architects' treatment of
form -and spa,ceN I '

; ar
.,,, . ... . \

.
4'-'*natrie seNeral arists.c1 architects who are representative of tfie Major m ements of the .20th

ity. , -- . _

.centl

identify selected examples,of 200 century art and arc hitecture.in terms of.the characteristics of the
.... .

movement they represent
.. .'.

III. CONTENT

Suggeste4 unit topics:

k

In making works of art, the artist tries to interrelate art, elements, often
element. (See sample unit.)

emphasizing a single

Abstract ex,pressionisrmrepresentsthe artist's attempt to free subconscious _imagination by

intuitive reaction to his' her media. (See sample unit.)

Although Surrealism took two directions, the most e. iddnt aspect of
depiction of a private world. (See sampleunit.)

Dada; a term selected at random, identified an ail movement that
irrational acts that led to Worid War I.,(See sample unit.)

Sequentiardet elopment in art is an emimple of the-conflict between f-
for cbanke. (See sample unit.)

all Surrealism is the artist's

-sy mbolically protested the

*es of continuity and those

1.



e 4,

. .
Coutetmiorary art shapes our environment and affects our life styles. (See Sample unit.)

`..The American Depr'eSsion or the 1930's influence-d American art by focusing attentiop on the
. Atrierican scene:. (See sample unit.) .

Twentieth century art is often produced in series rather than as individual masterpieces. (See'
sample unik.,)

, .

3,
. Film is primarily a visual form of communic on employed by the artist (director) as a means of

expression: (See ssainpie unit. t -
- ,

.
.

W6- create pur environment making use of the natural ele
aesthetic knowledge. (See sample unit.)

s and our own technological and

The integration of forni arid space in total unity was a primary factor in Cubist art and architecture.was
, 1.4')

p
c. .

Distortion' is deliberately a part of expressionist art while some primitive
1 art is distorted

'unintentionally. : ,'
, Thl artist sometimes limits the variables in his work in order to arrive at solutions to formal

problems dealing with spatial organizatipn, color, line, and shape.
. .i. ,

An intuitive artist must establish a condition Within which he /she can work.
4.

Most art is-neither completely intuitive nor completely deliberate but rather a combination of these
, ,

approaches. s440
''' 6

,

. Ar that reacts to social anTpolitical factors is often critical.

that is subordinated to political or meral ends often subordinates the importance of creative
solutions in favor of mass acceptance_and 'understanding.

.,.. ...

s Can a painter create a religious painting ? Areal' religicins paintings art?,
,

,
,

The idea of psychic automation has played a significant role in the development of 20th century art.,,
....Y.

.

The artist's and architect's integrity in the use of materials 'cletermnies the validity of the work as alt.'
,,,

r. ., ,
American art of the thirties is based on realism and recognizaple subject matter because its sociiil

1
41, .... message was important.

t \
Twentieth century art, while born from symbolism and is based'on the reality of the

. art form. , ,. .:
)

, Ili
-

Varying levels of realism recur throughout the history of art. t
/

Cubist painting was influenced by African, Iberian, and primitive art. - ,

f'
The use of ready-made materials in art today stems from Cubist and Dada experiments.

.. . ,

Style in art and architecture can be'analyzed in terms of the artist's use of line, form, light, color,

texture, and space. .
i.

e
12 20

. .
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Painlings, sculpttres, and prints can be more completely understood by imestigats ingthe following
,.

aspects! .
.-

.

Related historical events
Subject or theme
Technique employed
Use of elements (See sample unit.)
Coinposition
Spatial treatment 1`

Expressive meaning

'CONCEPT:,

SAMPLE UNITS .

I

s
.

. 00
*In making storks of art, the artist tries to Interrelate art elements. often emphasIzing t;'
single element. . -'s.

, .. ,

OBJECTIVE Identify the elements ofart in a N, ariet) of voi Viand compare thb ways that seNeral artis
. , .

have developedian element in their work. t. - . i . . .
4.,

SUGGESTIONS FOR INSTRUCTION: .

. t r-
-' ' II. , """e....: '. , .

Read the introduction to Gardner's Art Through the'Ages by de la Croix and Tansey,, or Chapter 8, Art
Imageand Idea, by Edmund Feldman. Discuss Qr us artists' use of I he=basic elements of lirke, shape. f o,rm,
color. and texture. (;sing .slides arid reproducti ns, the teacher reinforces thEse concepts, St dents
determine, in each exalt-vie; the main quality emphasized b, the artist through his, he use of these elen ents.
Study examples of arPfrom the early periods .of different cultures, and contrast these with. 20th c ntury
artists. \

', , ' ..0.

f-i

. \ (
1 . (-*

Teacher and students analyze the works of 20th century artists and architlirts in terms of their tise.of in
elements.

Compare the use of COI& in a Raphael, a Matissefanda Nthko.

Compare the lilies of Holla's and of Wright's buildings of the early 20th century. sr
\s.

Compare the treatment, of form in the N, arious phases of deNelopment in Cubist paintings.
....,,,

.4

Explore the variety of textures available to ale ar)tis; and architect, ..

')

Compare the textures 'In, paintings.by, Pollock and. Stella and in buildings by Corbusiecand N, an der
Rohe. What effbct do Mb-Se textures create'? ., \.ao' - ,,,,, -

,. ., i, .

Compafe reproductions of Pollock camases with a sample ,of paint on catDas done in a similar style,
. . .

.. ,. .. .

Compare the treatment of. form by Seffrat and'PiCasso, 'Moore, and Calder, or Fuller and Soleri.
.

Compile a folio of reproductions or materials that illustrat6 N, arious lisesOrthe art elements... - -

_ .

...) _-- .. . .. /

4 ASSESSMENT_M.EASUREL S:
S .

. .-- .

Ina given set of reproductions, identify various uses of the elements.
. ,

-
Prepare collections of reproductions categorizing \ arious uses of the elelhenS of arty-^,

.

Compiire and analyze the d erent ways-that. seNeial artists use an element in their works.

, 'fa 2:1'
. '
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, 4' a' .
0 . %

* ,
RESOURCES:

.
'.N.). ,,: ' .

A, L.',

. 1,
,

de la.:Croix, H., and Tansey, R. Garchier's Art Through the Ages-(6tb edition):

Feldman, Edmund Burke.,Art as lmeigland Idea.'
.\ ,

` : , ' - ,,
.

-PROGRAM OF STUDIES CORIIELATIOri: ,,

.Compa selected works of art and architecture, in terms of the artist's and architect's Creatmeht orform and 10
space.

S

9

CONCEPT: Abstract Expressionism represents the artist's attempt to free his /her subconscious
imagination.by intuitive reaqiion to thP chosen medium.

Idegtfy the medta and proctsses of Abstract Expressionism, anddistinguish between the
intuitive and deliberate approaches tb art expiession.

OBJECTIVE:

SUGGESTd)NSFOR INSTRUCTION-7

Combine contempora ;y music with a rapid-fire show of slides. PresentatiAs can be-brief (10,or9 5 mint0s)...

,

and should include a Variety of paintings and sculptures. (Try to capture the excitement and spontaneity
* inherent in 'Abstract =Expressionism.)

t .fie
: -. ,

dy slides and large reprodpctioris of work by Pollock, Gottlieb, deKlooning, M
-..`Gillia ,kline, and Hoffman; and discuss. the following:' ''' ''' ,

. 1,- , ,
,

Varietyof media and processes employed in Abstract Expressionism
J

-. r. f
r The theohes of action painting; e.g., Hoffman's "push-pull"theory and PollOCk's "dribble"

therwell, Gorky,

'The significance of utilizing random shapes or colors ° ii

Reara section op Abstract Expressionism in any goOd text (e.g., H. Et History ofModern Afi).
Look especially for the origins of Abstract Expressionism and identify some major influences Read

Chapter 5 of Encounter with Art by Hastie and Schmidt for comments on approaches to Creatiity.
- ,

Groupdiscussion: Using two slide projectors, compare Abstract ExpressiofirSt work of the fifties with the

early German and American expressionism of Nolde, Weber, Hartley, and Marin \-
e

,t- (`I'.Look fdr' paralleIS ih surface qualities and_for-us color (sfru ural and_expressive).
-."

Look for difterencesein subjeft use,
,
scale, techniques - f Painting application, and the projection%of a

mood.

Compare the ways in which Edward Munch and James Ensor fepreseni' time in their respective

paintings. I
.- , ___

Compare the way color conveys a moon with the way worcls'and phrases convey a, similar mood.
*. .,, ....'

, ..., ..
. ..
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.. .
T fryone of several expressionist painting techniq-ues using on'e of the following artist's work as a model.

... * ..
. ...----

Mark' Rothko heavy massive brtish strokes ..--- ,
, .

Jackson Pollock dripping and splattering the Faint
Robert Motherwell collage and spontaneous brush strokes

Mytivate thisactiNity:b), playing appropriate music or b),. discussing a'controNersial issue that will stimulate
strong.reactions.

'Hold a group critique of completed -ivori'<s,.ancisli§uSs these ,questions:,,

Was some soirifrol necessary?
Do results reflect specific attitudes?,
What kind of structure, if any, is apparent in this type Of work'?

. What kind of artist-would:become seriously involved in this type of.activity?

ASSESSMENT 'MEAURES:

ft

D istinguish between intuitiNe and rational approaches to the-production of a- selecteckgroup of works

ktil, a painting and thrOugh comments, demonstrate an understa tfirTo-rihe,relationship of art materials
and process to. end product.

RESOURCES:

-

Amason, H. H. History of Modern Art.- ,

Johnson, Charlotte Buel. ConteMporary Art. ,

. \ .>

:.', :,,

PROGRAM OF STUDIES CORlit.ELATIONS:

Describe he conceptual and intuitive modes of investigation commonly e ittployed by artists.

'Identify th media and pro cesses employed in significant works of art.
Si

. r '
Although Surrealism too-II, two directions, the most.revidOt aspect of all Surrealhs n is the
artist's depiction of a private world.' He /she may show.thisIthrough either of the two .

directions, one' being abstraction, the other fantasy or itlus7on. ,
..,.

,

OBJECTIVES: . Idontify the two major forms of Surrealism as evidenced in specific examples of painting

and sculpture.. . . , %
4

.

, t . , ..
. ' , .

, Recognize the major chiracteristiC; common to each fOrm or direction.

SUGGESTIONS FOR INSTRUCTION: Sr

,.., ,-, . -)
Read The first three chapters of Dada and Surrealist OP by William,Rubin 0 Cl, Ater 4 of The Surrealists .

by William Gaunt. How. is surrealist painting related o aptQmqfic wkiiing?'Iiich forth of Surrealism
.....

depends entirely on the imagination? Which form of'Stirrealism depends' on imagination and controlby the

artist's mind? ......

.. .

Compare the following plates from the text The Surrealists: Plate 21, Paul Klee; Plate 2$, Kurt Sch1vitters;

Plate 40, Andre Masson. To wharother art movements can each of these paintings be related?
Pi t.
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'Look at painti gs.by

Which of the e fanta
:forms by Dal and.T

Compare the p afntin
the two artists:

ASSESSM NT M ASURES:

DistinguisI betwe

Identify s ecific
.

RESOURCES:

V

Ivadore bah, Rene Magritte, Paul Elelvauk, Yves Tanguy, and Giorgio de Chirico.
Surrealists is most abstract in his definition of fOrms? Describe the similarity in

nguy,

'of-Joan Miro withstulptures of Hans Arp. Describe the similarity in forms used by

n two forms- of Sift-realism.

orks of Surrealist art representingteach of thegO, two directions.

Gaunt, /Willia The Surrealists.
Rubin Willia . Dada and:Surrealist Art.

,Dada,, rrealism and Their History.
1.

i 4f -

PR GRA OF STUDIES CORRELATION;
/
ii, -:

,, I

t

,
Identify selected examples of 20th century art ani d architecture, in terms of the characteristics of the
movements they repjesent.

. /

CONCEP : Dada, a term selected at randcim, identified an art movement that simbplic all) prbtesied
-the irrational acts that led to' World War I. The movement was also a reaction against the

..-
. growing claim of autonotnyildr pure painting.

OBJEC IVES: Identify the conditions that led to the establi nof Dada as an anti-art movement.
., . .

Recognize the major artists and some of theework, and relate the influence of this
t , . ,,

movement tszi some current styles. . /, , 0

SUG ESTIONS FOR INSTRUCTION:'

tread
econ

Rea
pro
app
rep
pri

a chapter on prq-World War I Europe in any approved history text or library hook.. Discuss the
c and social conditions that prompted'the incidents starting World War L

Chapter 1.of Dada, Surrealism and Their Heritage by William Rubin. Describe some of the acts of
st that inspires:for related to the founding of Dada art, Define anddiscuss the term trompe-l'oeil as it

ies to painting. Distinguish between the level of painting characterized by trompe- l'oeil where
esentational skill is most important and the levekof painting in which expression or meaning are of
e importance.

4.

As the logical next step to follow trompe-l'oeil painting, Marcel Duchamp identified ready-Imade objects as
wi rks of art; and Berlin artists including Ernst and Schwitters made photo-collages. Treat any object in thk

m as though it were a sculpture, place it on a pedestal or base,'give it a title (other than the obvious), and\
s otlight it. Compare Duchamp's ready -made with Jasper John's beer can or light bulb sculptures and with
C aes Oldenburg's hamburger.

.4

.-
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Automatism is the' idual counterpart of e r bal free-association. Small groups of students (6,-8 m tubers) are
gi%en a single sheet of paper. One student draws something and folds the paper seas to Liu% er it, the next
student adds another element, the procvs is repeated until eaaniember of the group IctisLontributed. (Two
or mo,re compositions. may be started from %arious points in the group.) Study the resulting pati_hw'ork of
forms, and identify the variety of images suggested. Discuss doodling. automatic writing. and theo"Lhance"
compositions of Jean Airp.

Discuss the influence of Zen philosophy on the chance compositions of Dada.

ASSESSMENT MEASURES: 4.

Write a definition for art that acknowledges the use of ready -made objects in a work of art.
.%

Name the major artists of the Dada movement.

tdentify severaeContemporary works of art that may be classed as Dada.

RESOURCE:'

Rubin William.. Dada, Surrealism and Their ,Tieritage.

.4414PROGRAM OF STUDIES CORRELATION:

Discuss the influences associated with several 20th century moNementt_inart or architecture.

, , .
CONCEPT: . Sequential development in an is an example of the conflict bet q een forces ufwntinuity

.
.:-..

and those for change.

OBJECTIVE: Identify and compare the characteristics of Dadaitm and-Pop Art.

SUGGESTIONS FOR INSTRUCTION:
"A

Thr-eugh indiN idual reports and glhsb discussion, dr:trmine the charaCteristics of Dada
A
and Pop AFrt. Begin

by comparing Dada with traditional art, e.g.,Duchamp's "Mona Lisa with Moustache with 1;eonardo's, .4r

"Mona Lisa." Is the.D*hamp work art? Is it idea`? 1s it justifiable by adult standards?
, .

...Discuss the MN entiveness of a tea cup lined with hir, or a laundry iron A ithitacks glued on its surface. Is it
: art? It it idea? Is it taking a utilitarian object and gi%ng it a new form, a new personality, a new context?.

Examine thoroughly the entire Dada, moNement with its implications for today's problems. Though the
Dada Movement occurred over 50 years ago, it is very close to A ur time. It is related to our time.

o

. ..

Examine the "relevance" of the Dada movement by corn aring it,ai_tlre Hippy rnoNemeatt, the college
unreil..of the 60's, the generation gap, the disillusionme ith government, the alienation of minorities, and

\. .
dehumanization by technology. Why are -est lishment; anti-middle class, anti - military - industrial
complex; anti-way; anti-fuzz; and anti-anti?, d

Examine Pop Art for its perceptive humor: Cbmpare it with Dada. Is it a rehash of Dada, or is it new? Is iZ
art or idea? Is it a new way- of seeing? Is it a new aware-nest? Is it making us look at ourselves?

ASSESSMENT MEASURE:

Desscribe the Dada and Pop mo%ements_and relate how the movements" rewal the characteristics of the
times.

17 2.5
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RESOURCES:
,

.
I -

Lippied, Lucy. Pop Art. - Vt P' . Richter, Hans. `Dada: Art and Anti-Ar . t;

.., Rubin, William. Dada and Surrealist Art. P,
.

1

PROGRAM OkSTUDIES C012RELATION:
.

a

- identify selected examplel of 20thcenturi art and- architecture
;movements they repres nt,

z 40kr
- 4

0

.
4,

9
in terms of

AF

-

4.ft:\
11,

, .
the characteristics ,of the

kONCEPT:

OBJECTIVE:

. . ,. .
contemplerary art shapes, our environment and affects.our life styles.

Identify several 2t)th century art fdrms and their influence on oar environment or.life (
.

style.
. . ... -'

,..
SUGGESTTONS`FOR INSTRUCTION:

-)

1

i.,'
'View the film-Art of the &vies and relate the works' 6f the follov,ing artists to the influence suggested

4
r__.,_,....._,..Piet Mondiian interior design and architecture (example, Rietield's Shroder House),

Stuart Davis graplfics ,_ g .,
.--,,

Claes Oldenburg inflatedfluniture N

. ,`Pop artists fashion, furniture, rugs, wallpaper, graphics
.,. ..,

t.---'
- :

.

Select samples of contemporary graphics, fab'rict, package design, and advertisements. Relate these to a
particular artist or style. Discuss the impliCations of current graphics and their effectori the consumer and

'"
A r

II /A

3
on business.

Redesign one of these items in a pre-20th century style.

Rea d'Chapter I of Vict8f Oapane,k's D'ecstii fi)r the Real World.
, ,

Look for examples of products designed in the 1920:s 6tep form; 1930's streamline form; 1940's taPer,form;
1950's sheer form; and 1960's sculpture fotn. ."-

-' , ---
-

SSkSSMENT:MEASURE: . .
. , .

qlo 1Struct a chart which correlates selected samples of art with commercial products or de signs.

, . ' ' .:, 4

RESOURCES: , Ferebee, nn. History of Design from till, Victorian Era to, the Present.
..,

Hulten, K.G. The Machine. ' . t
Jencks, Charles, and Waird, George. Meaning'in Arehitebure:
Papanek, VictOr. Deign for the Real World: Human Ecology and Social Change.

..'Art 'of the Sixties, MCP$ Film #5842 ' .

4.p. . 3 ... s. .3 - i
, PROGR,3Nf OF STUDIES CORRELATIONS:

. /.i .
Identify selected examples of 20thcentuy art and archltecture in
movements"they represent. .. ; ' 7 . . _

.

terms of the characteristis.of the

.-
Discuss,the influence associated with several 20th century movements, art gr ar'ehitectiire, ..

d
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CONCEPT:

-*
'

.The American Depressw of the 1930's influent Am'e.,rican art bt_foLus ing attention on
.

t ,t' American scene. Atstwrved as a social force rather than art for ant's sake. The
depression stimulated a transition froni proyincialistn,t-O d Modernism that led to
Abstract Expressionism. ..._

. . .

J,

OBJECTIVE: Study the conditions of the 1930 Depression.
major

the art projects of the 'federal
mgovernment: and recognize some work of the ajor artists of this period.

-
A

,SliC6ESTIONS.FORINSTRUCTION:,

Refer to a chapter,on the Depression of th 1930's in any approi el:history text or library book. View the
. film The '29 &win and 304.s Depression. 1 class discussions, descrilie some of the econ ic, social, and

ipsycholbgleal conditions pres, ailing. What was the role of government in relation to the rts during the 30's?
..-

( Identify the mission of these New Deal project's,:

ty

Public Works of Art Project
Treasury Section. of Fine Arts
Treasury Relief Art Project

. Works Progress Administration Federal Art Project

;
.

By studying e.;,amples of their 1,,tt ork. Ident{f} the artists in each categfory-Itsted below and describe the Social
comment in each: ,

American scene realists Thomas Hart Benton. Grant Wooii; R ibald Marsh."The E "-E-d-wal
. . .

..,....
Hopper " .

Expressionists -A Winslow Homer. Marsden Hartley, John-Na rid
Social Commentators Ben Shahn. itta Levine. Leonard Baskin

t

pare the styles' f mon. Vood. Marsh, .ind flopper tst somecurrent social concerns or conditions
which would likely be the subjec by these fists.

ASSESSMENT MEASURES:

Identify the social condition of the 30's whici is depicted in a groupf selected v. orks of art from that peritd.

Identify the artist who produced selected

RESOURCES:
. 40,

O'ConliOr. Francis. Art for the
, "The Thirties." Art and Man.

Rose Barbai-a. American Art Since 190(
Roknbe,rg: Harold. The De:definition 0.

The 29 Boom and 30'.s Depression. MC,
,

orks of art.

,..
: A Critical History.
Art.

'S Film it 1 475

PROGRAM, OF STUDIES CORRELATION

Identif\ selected examples of 20th cent ur art and
movements they se-hcesent.

-

architecture terms

4

of the ciCractn>',ics of the

0

d
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CONCEPT: Twentieth century art is often produced in series,rather than as individual masterpieces.

OBJECTIVE: Identify several, serial artists and their work, and formulate a definition of serial or
- systemic art by looking for a consistent interrelationship of structure and syntax.

SUGGESTIONS FOR INSTRUCTION:
A

Obtain and discuss information relatiNe t6 the work of Claude Monet. Identify some of the many series of
paintings he produced such as "Cathedral," "Water Lilies," "Morning on the Seine," "Haystacks," and
"Japanese Footbridge." . J- .

r?
.*

Read Chapter I of Serial Imagery by John Coplans.
eww

Study the works of Piet, Mondrian, a pioneer in non - objective serial painting. Discuss his use of the grid and
flat color in explorins'asymm.etrical balance.

.1

Study and discuss the series and sub-series works of 'Josef Albers, particularly his "Structural,
Co,nstellatiOns" and "Homage to the Square" series.

Studyand discuss the series paintings of Barnett Newman, Frank Stella,Ken Noland, Morris Louis, or
Andy Warhol and the sculptures of Larry Bell Or Donald Judd._

Consider the series aspects of home building today. List the pros and cons of this trend.

ASSESSMENT MEASURES:

Write a definition for serial art.
sa,

From a mixed group, of reproductions of serial art, select and classify all pieces according to series.

RESOURCES:

Battcock, Qregory (ed). Minimal Art: 2:1 Critical Anthology.
Coplans, John. ,krial Imagery.
Jaffe, Hans.' De
Mondrian, Piet (Hans Jaffe, ed.). Piet. Mondrian.

PROGRAM .OF STUDIES CORRELATION:

Identify selectedlamples ,of 20th century art and architecture in. terms of the characteristics of the
movements they represent.

A
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CONCEPTS: Film is prtmarilj; a a:i.sual form of ttrinmunit'anon emplojed bj the artist (director)as a,
means'of expression.

. .

a
.

The camera does not merely reproduce realist; bur is used as tool by the artist. A As such,

the camera Ls able.-to produce effects which" the eye alone cannot athjeve. Film has the. ..
power ofplacing in nix-tapas:non things that have no connection at all in real time and

. space (montage). It is in its abilit 3 to record and arrange moving images that .film remains

-, ,' -unique. ---s,

4
. ..

Owing t s technological cidyanc:es, plus growing sophi,sticatton in the art, film mar
'bee°, e "clatd" rapidly.

Fihnmal;ing is,composite art form. Witli the possible exception of opera, tthichireally
subordinates the visual elements to the music, film mkt he the first successful composite,
or synthetic, art form. . ;

, . . t.
OBJECTIVES: Identify the grow th.of technical skill andsophistication and its influence to change the art

.itself.

Recognize the formal, visual elements in film as a means of communication and'
expression:

same some of the photographer's techniques that afe an integral part of expression in
this medium.

Anal} fie the structure and content of a film in terms of contemporary criticism.

Foimulate some principles dealing with aesthetic criticism of film'.
. , ' s

Identify characteristic fornis and conventions which the feature film has des eloped.

SUGGESTIONS 'FOR INSTRUCTION:

Show clips to review the early history of film. Viewing assignments maybe made from
current television listings as supplements to the films covered in class time. View

the film The Art of the Motion Picture and, discuss the basic elements of filmmaking.

The history of
current -cinema

Smithsonian is
of f lams. )

film may he.seen from its beginnings ap a scientific novelty through
and the development of a huge industry. (the Graphics display at the -

useful. The Musetim of Modern Art in New York has an excellent collection

Several typeS' of films should be viewed. Early attempts at historical panorama (clips
from epics Itch as The .Birth of a- Nation) as well as comedy (Chaplin, W. C. Fields) and
animation (cartoons, Fantasia) provide opportunities for observing the beginnings of
contemporary approaches to filmmaking. Each of these seeks to communicate in a different

way. Why are different means of communication necessary? How would you use images to
communicate various emotional content? .Can sorrow be exPres4ed in animation? What part

does photographic skill play in the expression of an idea;e.g.?,:the use, of clpseup,
zooming; angles, etc.?

In viewing and discussing a few films for student motivation, questibns may be
concerning the motivation. for filmmaking itself. Is the director the artist?
work of specific directors be recognized in spite of the vehkcle (book, story,

-utilized? In this age of color, why, ab stome direr drs choose to work in black

white? - Widiy were there genuine desthetic corMrns over the addition of ound to

21. 2 9yfilm? (See Arnheim.)'.

asked
Can' the

script)
and
silent

. .



What are the current utilizations of animation'?' Is it possible for. anything so comptt x and commercial to
- produce works f art? What is the difficulty in dealing with a synthetic art form?"'

_ ...
Film clips are viewed by the class and discussed in terms of form,Content, and expression. The workof film

critics (stick as Judith Crist, Pauline Kael, ar4I Penelope Gilliatt) is read. Kaers`book 1 Lost 11 w the Movio
._:____,Irtiriequential works may be used effectively. Rueddif Arpeim's Film-as Ariprov ides a structure for the

devejopmint of critical techniques. Using knowledge gained froon reading and_discussing criticism, students
view and. discuss film?. Film reviews on radio a ndTeleyisiott news shows may be listened to and taped as
worthy of discussion.

Variety may be achieved by viewing films in classon television (with a not concerning scale and the
difference in viewing angle.), and individually, or in a group at local theatres.

a =

Reports ancror critiques are made on various elements n,the films viewed. Such reports may be given
orally, M writing,staped, or videotaped-as film criticism.

Class discussion arid viewings should cover the,history of filmmaking from early productions, to present
day. Experimental films of significance may be yieWed. Hoviever, a realistic picture of what the movies are
and why they have reached the public is essential to the course.

Community resources such Rs film studios, actors, directors, and authors are helpful in providing
background and a variety of viewpoints. instiuction-ak.media center may be utilized in this way.

Television, in that it devours film both old and new, should be viewed frequently'. The-part that animation
plays/in advertising may be analyzed and cited. . o

A culminating activity, students may be given, the choice of a period or genre of film to study in some
de.eth. This study might continue long enough fora variety of films, years, directors, and/ or techniques to
be observed. Reports which involve the opportunity for class discussion and-questioning should be
presented.

-ASSESSMENT MEASURES:

Compare and contrast two published rev iews of a current film iiPprov ed for general audience. Name three
camera techniq,ues, and describe the applications commonfalused for each.

-
Narne three characteristic forms in whirkfeature films arenade. and pame_a_n exam_ple for each.

Describe the essential components of a-film:
,

RESOURCES:- O

Article ' ,y- _....
.

"I've Been Asked To Tea Film Course. Now What?" by-Alan GOddie. May 1972, p. 45, Audiovisual
' Instruction.' Vol. XVII, No. 5. '

Filin Rentals .
.

:.-

. ..

Education and Library Division, AVCO Embassy Pictures, 1301 Avenue of the Americas. New York, New
York 10019 ,

. ,-
Media and Methoc4 Film Seminar Center, 267 West 25th Street', New York, New York 10001_ . ... .

- . ... - .1
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Film Purchase Sources

CCC FilTs, Inc., 866 Third'Avenue, New York, New York 10002
Pyramid, B4x 1048, Santa Monica,CalifoFnia 90406
Niles Film Products, 1019 South Michigan Street, South Bend,X1 diana 466 t8.For Oldies: (Buster Keaton,

Rudolph Valehtino, Greta Garbo,,etc..)
:

Films.

Learning CoTporation, Film, The Art of he Impossible, narrate by Michael Ritchie (with guide)
The Art of the Motion Picture, MCPS Film #4750 .

Pyramid Films, Bask- Film Terms: A Visual Dictionary. 1970, Shelton, FA (Bailey Film Associates),
,MotiyationlPilmas Art(Series)

0

Print Materials

Books:

Arnheim, Rudolf. Film as ;In. .

Kael, Pauline. 1,Lost It at the Movies.
ivlattheA, J. H. Surrealism and Film.
Sarris, Andres. Interviews with Film Directors.

lRbdRANrOF STUDIES CORRELATION:

Periodicals with FilinReviews:

Audidvisual Instruction (educational)
Media and Method,s (educitional)
New Yorker
Newsweek.
Saturday Review (arts)
Time

..°

Identify the media and processes employed in significant works of art.

-
CONCEPTS: We create our environment making use of natural elements and our awn technological

oud aesthetic knowledge. Ecological concerns demand that natdral resources be used
wisely.

"" The architectural aspects of the environment should suit our aesthetic s as. society
meets ether human needs. A real concern for aesthetic value obviously s not always
existed in such areas as city planning

vow<

Structuring and restructuring the environment to providefor our societal and aesthetic
ner'should concern the thdividual hoMgowner and businessmdn, the artist; the

itectthepolitician, the economist, and the scientist as well as the city planner. The
artist and the architect are concerned with our perception of the'environment as well as
the format and aesthetic factors in designing fai the environment. City Planning is an
evident index of human input with regard toaesthg tic concerns in the environment.

OBJECTIVES: Formulate criteria for the design of various elements in the environment

-

Demonstrate, by making sketches, at least one aspect of environmental. change.

Identify aesthetic pollutants in'the environment (visual eyesores, high decibel.noise,
"uncomfortable" architecture, non-functional design).

te

Demonstrate knowledge of the divetse considerations which must have inpt\t in city.
planning.

z3 3 . 1
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SUGGESTIONS FOR INSTRUCTION:

Students list in priority order their concerns for the,environment. They staff Their studies by looking at the
1 local environment. (Field trips may be need(d.) Notes, sketches, and photographs of the local enlronment

are made.

Through pictures and film, various model structures and cities are examined. Local plans such as Greenbelt,
Columbia, Reston, Mohtgomery Village, and Rpckville may be visited 'and discusse

f..P*

New items which deal particularly with city planning and .architectural concerns are collecte
environmental concerns like sewagetreatment, water supply, and garbage disposal systeths.

Students and teacher evaluate materials anddiscuss priorities.. Ic
Discuss the plans for Paris and Washington in terms of traffic patterns and groupings of buildings. The
work of -LeCorbusier, Mies van der Rohe, Richard Neutra, Frank Lloyct Wright, and Paolo Soleri are
obsered and discussed. Current city plans for Washington, Baltimore,Akiladelpliia.. Pittsburgh. and
Montreal may be studied and compared in terms of transportation, industry, housing, water supply, and
rec74 tion.

Discuss the park designs of Frederick Law Olmsted (designer of Central 'PArk) in terms of his long-range
vision and his fight for the preservatiOn of parkland. A

e

ASSESSMENT MEASURES:
0 4

ngid er specific areas in the schoorw hich might,be redesigned; and draw plans to improve the areas
Cafeteria, classroom, courtyards, gymnasium, playing fields). Students may lead one another through the .
building blindfolded to -sense other perceptual factors in thy environment of the school. nom, hale the
architects sought to meet the needs of the students? How would you redesign your school?

, -
it and critique local shopping centers How couldtliey be improed? How might they suit human needs

better? HoW could they be made More satisfying aesthetically?

P
' List, criteria 'for the design. of a small city.

. -
Design .a new shopping center, a better house, an improed highway systetu,Or a futug;city, citing

it examples you have studied- for support of designs.

RESOURCES: Hollud, Lawrenee'led.). Who Designs America?
`Olmsted, Frederick Law. Civilizing 4merican Cities:

VietOr. Design for the 'Real 'World: Human Ecology and Social Change.
Stein, Clar nce S. Towarsci New Towns for America.

PROGRAM OF STUDIES ,CORRELATIONS:
, . 4

Idethify well-concened plans for urban and interurbAri
interest in environmental planning.

that speak to the need for conceAed public

Discuss.thA'nfiuences hsociated with seseral 20tIventur ents in art -or architecture.
,

24',
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'PART THREE: INDEPENDENT STUDENT RE ARCH AND STUDY

I. INTRODUCTION ,
0

Tchers are encouraged to ,plan with the student individually to insure worthwhile activities and to
help the student, evaluate his/ her results. This should be a period in whic the students are allowed to
pursue their own individual interests' Withivgard-td4th"E§tthjett; Tangents from the content of the first
two sections are-to be encouraged; and, where yossible, primad reiwces are to be used. The activity
need not be limited to written reports. For the student whose,atglities,are'so inclined a/studio project or
demonstration should be.encamaged.

II. OBJECTIVES
i

At the end of this unit of study, the student should be able to do one or more of the following:

'discuss the criticism of specific pieces orart or architecture given by a critic
cotripare'and/ or discuss the styles or,technique. of a ilarticular artist, architect, or period of art
history *a , .. .
discuss selected samples of art or architecture in terms IA their associated movement and historical
context

4

demonstrate a knowledge of tilk work of at least one artist through a statics project or paper

III. CONTENT'

Suggested topics for study and research

Using at least three sources and a fotmat suggested by the English Department, write a paper about:
0

any painter, printmaker, sculptor, architect, craftsman, illustrator, film producer, etc., from the
20th centut ; and .tell how this artist contributed to the general trend of 10th century art or
architecture

the relationships between .art and/or architecture and religion, politid, drama, psychology,
, ecology, industry, education, etc.

.
the philosophical implications of specific works of art or architecture

aesthetics and-the role of the critic in-artor architecture

any, grattp- of artists of architects; e.g.,' Bauhaus, Brae Rider, op pop., " Action" painters,
=

etc

the source and evolution Of anystyle of art or architecture,

the history and changing, functions of the art museum

the historian's role in promoting an understanding of contemporary art or architecture

the development of the internatiorialytyle of architecture prom its beginnings in the 19th century to
the variations of this style produced today

.
-Suggested studio prqjects:

Using tempera, sand, and Collage materials, make a Cubist style Paintin
the roe&

2533

ill life you have set up in



, r
.

.
.

In the' Dada-Surrealistic manner, make a painting or drawing in which you put together things not
necessarily logically related but perhaps connected in.your mind in a symbolid manner.

,

With scraps of wood and paint, construct a painting -sculpture. Include a variety of texture and color,

Abstraction and Realism.' .
-. .... . . . ,

' Organize a set of slides or reproductions and give an oral report on one of the most influential artists or

architects of the 20th century,. Tell how this person Contributed tohe general trend of 20th century art

or architecture. ' i. ,
r 1

f

Do a painting in the style of Social Realism in which you present a picture of some part of life today.

Explore at least three styles of mocle-in art by doitig paintings in.the style of the artists.

.
/ .

Using a town map, create a more livable environment for your_community. Use tracing paper overlays

to show improvement in traffic c trol, green belts, parks, and new street patterns. Define zones for

industry-and new residential.areAk , s
,

.

U,Fing styrofoam, wood, or cardboard, make a plan for a shopping center. Plan most of the major

details such as landscaping, seating, paving materials, and sculptural settings. Draff a bird's-eye view

drawing of your ideas first.

ring glass as a dominant bu'ilding material, develop a design for a beach or mountain 'cabin.

Plan screens, overhangs, and lot orientation fof sup control. Decking can be used to expand space.
,

Using cardboard tubes and sheets, make a sculpture whiclirax,pressive of the machine age.

Do a series of paintings; sculptures, or prints that are reldted itt structure'and content.

Do a drawingvainting that incorporates scraping or rubbing (frottage) in the mariner of Mar Ernst.", r .

'Assemble a"three-dimensional collage using a bottle or box as the liasicTeirm.

Refer to the'Art Co cepts and Activities Bank for additidlial appropriate projects//
1

1
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Albers, Josef. Interaction of-Color. New Haven: Yale University Press, 1963. '.

Excellent text. Color reproduction using silkscreen process--illustrates theories of color.
.

American Film Institute. The American Film Institute Catalog of Motion pictules.liroductd in the U.S.
New York: Bovcer',. 1971.
Covering the period 1921-1930, these first two volumes are the beginning of a, major efeince On,`
American movies. Includes an alphabetical listing. giving distributor, date, reels, feet, credit, cost, .
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..-
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A hronological survey of sculpture which loo,,ks for a continuous movement in the variety of styles and
d ,elopmental stages of this period. ,

Amason., H. H. IPsto4.)i of Modern Art, Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1969.
Extensive reproductons of important paintings, sculptures, and buildings. Text is-chronological and by
period:with first chapter dealing with 19th century paintings. The information ii.mostlyggeneral and
factual-but covers most of Western avant-garde work Since 1900.

Arnheirn, 'Rudolf. Film as Art. Berkeley: University/14 California Press, 1958. a

Comprehensive discussion of film as an art form. Considered a definitive Study of film.

View Field and Court Diagrams. Rile
le

er Grove, Illinois:
.
Wilson Sporting Goods Company, n.d.

Diagrams and dimensions for all popular indoor and outdoor sports.r
- . -

. . ..

fJanham, Reyner. Guide to Modern Architecture. London: Architectural Press, 1967.
The book discusses the problems of 20th century Architecture, with some lsbaegrOtiiid information. I?'
inctUdes themijor architects like Wright, LeCorbusier, etc. ,,

,..:A..

Barr, Alfred, and Cahill, Holger. Art ih America in Modern Times. New York: Harcourt, Brace and World,
(1969.. ---, -

.A surrey of all forms of American art and architecture, including photography and film upto the 1930's.
. , Th; location, Of each work is liSted with each blacleand white illustration. ,.

' . .
Battcock, Gregbry (ed.). Minimal Art: A Critical Anthology. New York: Dutton, 1968.

. A.collection of 26'psgays which declare and define the characteristics of minimal art. Various poi
-

view-consider art as idea and the object as response provoking. c ,

,
Bearden, Romare,iand: Henderson, Hariy. Six Black Masters of American Art. Garden

,Qoubleday, 1972. -V ,
.The book is compojeslof biographical studies of Joshua Johnson, Robert Duncatison,. Henry Tanner,ti
Holice Pippin, Augusta Savage,.ind Jacob Lawrence.

Bigsby, C.W. Dada and Surrealism. New York: Harper and Row, 1972.
A short book that deals with the origins, aims, changes, and niajor implications of Dada and
Surrealism.

. Brett, Guy.'-Kinetic Art. New York: Reinhold, 1968.1
The uses of new materials and real 'sources of energy and sound-arepresented: magnetism, electricity,
fornr, air, explosives, rail° eartb, water, pa r, mud, and light. , .

b
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Brion Marcel, -et al. Art Since 1945. New York: Washington Square`Press, 190. -

Ten authors each write on the painting of a particular country. These include countries of Eastern
Europe, Western Europe, and the United States. The work deals almost entirely with Abstract
Expressionism.

Canaday, John: Mainstreams of'Modern Art. New York: Simotr'and Schuster, 1959. 41

This is a survey of painting from DaVid (1800) through Abstract txpressiorrisp. There is very good
information on the work through early 29th ,ceptury, including good mathial on the R4haelite and
Impressionist work.

,
Carralier, Ronald: and Thurston, Jacqueline. Optical Illusions and thy Visual Arts. New York: Reinhold,

, -
1966. -. ,

, . ...<

This book ar,..... _ages the nature of perceptual effects and optical illusions and illustrates their sole in
)

photography, and both fine and graphic art. Glossary of optical illusions included;4

. Coplans, John. Secnd Imagery. Greenwich,Conn.: New York Graphic Society, 1968. . .
Catalog of an exhibition sponsored by the Art Alliance-of the Pasadena Art Museum.

. . ' p,.

de is Croix, .FlOrst, and Tansey, Richard. ./ard. Gardner's Art Through the .1ges, 5th ed. New York: I-Isarcourt,.
Brace anZ Jovanovich. 1970. i `--.......e
A basic textbook has been expanded. It covers Western civilization from "Ancient" to "European" to
"Modern rt." Paintiy sculpture', and architecture are caertd in very general teems.

.
r.. . .

Davidson, Abraham A. The Story of American Painting. New .York: Abr/an is, 1974.
. The book describes and shows (with excellent reproductions) t& work of painiers from the 17th century'

through the 1960's. The for,mat is topical rather than chronological, with sections on themes as
American portrit aits, the American Natural Landgcape, and Non - Objective painting."'

Davis, Douglas. Art and the Future.-New York: Praeger, 1974 .

A history and kophecy of the collaboratiOn between scie e, technology, and art.

, Eisen, Albert. Purposes of Art, 2nd ed. New York: HOlt, Rine art and Winston, 1967,
Art history is reviewed by subjects or themes rather t n by centuries. Images of Go4,-Religious
Architecture,"and The Sacied Book among c er titles. .

Ferebee Ann. History of Design. New York: van Nostrand Reinhard, 1970.
The development of modern design frog' the Crystal Palace or 1851 to the present.

Franciscono, Marcell. Walter Gropius and the Creation of the Bauhau.tin Weimdr. Urbana, Ill.. UONersity
of\111;nois Press, 1971.
: ,The book covers the ideal and artistic theories of the founding ears. It focuses on Waltet qtropius an&
the creation of the Bauhaus. This iS very 'sophisticated reading for high-school age.

"GaBO,4Natird./Of.Divei-s Arts. Princ'eton, PrInceton University y
'

ress, 1,962.

31?
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A series of lectures given at the National Gallery of Art in 1959 on a wide range.of topics related to art.

batht, William. The Surrealists. Nev York:, Putman, 1972.
A fifty-page review of the development of Surrealisin is followed 14 109large, quality reproducti.oris of
Surrealist paintings and brief'descriptive comment abbut the artist. .

Golding, John: Ctifism: A History and Analysis 107-1914. London: Faber,196K
The book develops the chronology of the movement through the analysis of the work and writings of
PitIsso, Braque, and Gris. It alsd shows the influence of the movement on arf inFrarice.6
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Gropius, Walter. The New Architecture' and the Bauhaus. Cambridge: MIT Press, 1966.
The boa is the actual writinis of Walter Gropius, trartlated by P.M. Sha, ,,in which he explains and
defends hii reasons for the ttaiihaus.

Haftman, Werner. Painting in the Twentieth Century, V0171. London: Humphries, 1960.
The bboksoNers all major styles from Impressionismmto Abstract Expressionism, Although the text s in
`small type and is tedious to read, it is a gooil re ence book.

Halas, John, and Manvell, Roger. Art in Move ent: New Directions in Animation. New York: Hastings
House, 1970. 7 . ,

.

Single,picture frames and short comments are used to present this extens ke survey of animated films
produced between 1935 and 1970.

Halnilton, George Heard. 19th and 20th.crentury. Art: New Yotk: Abrams, ,J970. I ,
..,

Edited by H.W. Janson, this large N olume contains 487 illustrations and presents 20th century' art and .
architecture by referring to major figures and movements. The author is concerned about relationships

.... and a'continuum of the arts. ,

Hastie, R eid, and Schmidt, Christian. Encounter with Art. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1969.
Primarily cbncerned with the artist and his milieu, this text takes an interdisciplinary look at art history,
psychology, aesthetic theory., and philosophy.

, .
, . '

Henning, Edward. Fifty Years of Modvern Art. Cleveland: Cleveland Museum, 1966,
..

This is an exhibit catalog of paintings and sculptures created between l-9.16 and 1966; llacitground facts
on movements and artists is provided along with gtiod color reproductions:-

Hohauser, Sanford. Architectural and Interior Models: Design and Construction. New York: Van.
-1SI' ostrand Reinhold Co., 1970. , . ..

.
t.

A large book filled with illustrations and descriptions of every type of architectural antfinterior model.
In addition to explaining.how each detail is constructed, the book shows numerous prbfessionaLpieces
and git es information about them. The author also Vides information about sources foready made
model items.

Holland, Lawrence (ed.). WIzo.Designs America? Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 966.
A'thoughtful analysis of design today. Its mass-produced mistakes arid the impact of political and social
forces are discussed by various authors.

.

Holt, Elizabeth C. (ed.). A Doannentary History of Art; ype I. Garden City,, N.Y.: Doubleday; 1975.
A collection of writings from notebooks and letters of artists, architects, and'philosophers of the 10th
through the 16th centuries.

Hulten, K,.G. _Pontus. The Machine. Greenwich, Conn.: New York' Graphic Society, 1968.,..
A catalog, with a screened metal corer, of an exhibit at the Musevm of ModernArt -.-- more than 200
Pages 'with- illustrations of how the machine has been portrayed and used in art from da Vinci to the
1960's.

.
Htinter, Sam. Modern American Painting aVcuipture. New York: Dell Publishing Company, 1959.

The book describes American painting from Bellows and Eakins to P.011ock and deKoonipg. Contains
brief biOlgr.aphies of selecteddpainters.Reproduction quality of illustrations is inferior to most books of
this type.,

e2
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. Modern French Painting. New York: Dell Publishing Company, 1956.
Fifty French painters from Mond* to Picasso (sic) are explained in a concise and straightforward
manner, It also develops a relationship of influence from artist to artist. Example: Cezanne to Picagso,
Degas to Lautrec, etc. Contains a glossary of artistic movemen-fn Modern painting through Abstract
Expressionism.

'yes, Colta Feller. The Great, Wave. New York: Metroplitan Museum, 1974:
The book discusses the influence of Japanese woodcuts on Frencfi prints. Graphic and written
comparatiVe anairic,...ofZre ch Impressionists-and 'Post-Impressionists and the Japanese prints that
influenced them. The book i based on the Metropolitan Museum show of that theme. -

Jaffe, Hans. De Stijl. New,,Yofrk: Ahrams,_ 1967,, ,,, ,Il
This is an ijidepth study of Mondrian and Doesburg bestit;eenthe years 1917 and 193,1. Makes extensive

- use of excerpts from Written Material by the artists: . . .
. . ...

. . ,

Jean, Marcel, and Mezei, Arpad. The History of Surrealist Painting. NeVi York: Grqve Press, 1959.
... Art evocative and witty referetice volume which contains 386 plates, 36 in color.

4,

Jencks, Charles, and Silver, Nathan. Adhocism: The Case for Improvisation. Garden City, New York:
Arichor Press,' 1973.
Adhocism is the term used to describe the things that man makes which utilize mainly those things that
arc at hand. Expedience or an attitude of "do it myself' has resulted in a categoryof design w hich relies

ppon_limprovisation7--

Johnson, Charlotte Buel. Contemporary. Art: Eiptoring Its Roots and Development. Worcester, Mass.:
Davis Pali -ling Co., 1973.
Part One is an introd tion to contemporary art, using examples back to the Middle Ages. Part Two
discusSes key develo ments in American art since Wofld War 11. Lists include museums and gallerie&
and sources for at r productions and slides.

Jones, Tom Pougras. "Th Art of -Light and Color. New York: Von Nnstrarld Reinhold, 1973.
An.indepth examin ton of the art of the spare age. An historicgl discussion is followed by an

(examination of mobil color expression, lumia, and kinetic light, with instructions for the creation of
cOlor:and light instru enti. '\, *a ,

,

Jordart R. Furneaux. A on Ise History of We/tern Architecture. London: Ha.rcourt, BrAce, World, 1969.
.,' This. is a survey of style from "Classical Greece" to "Modern Movements."

Paul Lost It at the Movies. Roston: Little, Brown and Company, 1965.
ki-views rom her radio show and articles from Film Quarterly of films- from the 50's and 60's.

Knobler, Nathan. The Visual Dialogue: An Introduction to the Appreciation of Art. New YOrk: Holt, 1967.
The'dei)elopment of the language of visual arts is reviewed and the theory is set forth that to understand
what a painting means, the.vieper must also understand how the meaning is communicated.

t , .

Kozloff, Max. Cubism' Futurism. Nevi York: Charterhouse, 1973. ,

,,- .

This is a chronological analysis of the two styles of Cubism and Futurism, including the work of all the
major artists (mostly painters) such as 'Picasso, Gris, Braque, Leger, Rouault, B'alla Severini, Ruskolo,

..

and-Beccioni.
,

J

Kultermann, Udo. The New Sculpture. New YorliPraeger, 1968,
Envtkonments and assemblages are discussed and illustrated with 375 plates; I2 in

A, a
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Kultermann, IMO, and Hofmann, W. Modern Architecture in Co/otioNew Y i k-- Viking Press, 1970'

A collection of 112 colored photos of afehitecture in Europe and the Un i ates, with comments on a
, N. . ,r"

1..t- . . I
,

Larkin, Oliver. AN and Life in America. New York: Holt, RhtehartandWinston, 1960.
- A survey of AmeriCan art and architecture related to the people and the times. :.

lir t 4
, _

Lewis, Samella, a'nd Waddy, Ruth G'. Black Artists on Art, V ols. 1 and 2. Pasadena: Ritchie, Ward, Press,
1969, 1971.

. ..- . .

The two volumes include examples of the work and statements by.over 150 practicing black artists in

q
America. A section at the end of each volume gives brief biographical sketches of these artists.

facing. page.

Lippard, Lucy R. Pop Art.:New York: Praeger, 1966.
The book covers British and American Pop Art from the 50's. Early sources such as Dada and
assemblage are included. Three otheP writers contribute chapters to this book, each liming a closer
understanding of the Pop movement in various parts of the world. Sources for thg movement are
revie "Wed and more than 180 illustrations are provided.

Lucie-Smith, Edward. ate Moiler q; The Visual Arts Since 1945. New Yolk Praeger, 1969.
The authors thesis is that the art created in the 60's is essentially a lattiphase of a movement begun in
1905 with the Fatives. Each movement is.related to its predecessors, rivals; and successors.

7

Mansbridge, John. Graphic History of Architecture. New York: Viking Press, 1%7.
,Cotiehundred ninety-one paces of solid illustrations of architectural styles and details from around the

worldand from all periods of history. '

MattheWs, J.H
S..urrealism
.values and

.

. Surrealism and Filth. Ann Arbbr, Mich.: University of Michigan Press, Jp71.
in films i onsiClered, as in painting, to be not an end in itself but a means to projecting
sti acing thcimaginatign.

s

Menten, Theodore. Art Deco Style. New York: Doves, 1972.
An excellent design resource with 468 examples of the art deco style in household objects; architecture,
sculpture, graphics, and jewelry. No text. ."

4' Meyer, Franz Sales. Handbook of Ornament. New Yoric`Dover Publications, 1957. ,
This paperback book contains 3,002 illustrations of decorative desicnt rom the crafts and architecture
of eastern and western cultures.

Mogeron, Alex, and Laliberti, Norma., Art in Bo.xes. New York: V4n. Nostra, Reinhold,. 1974.
The works of 150 artists using the box format are discussed, from Egyptian sarcophagi and 'religious Nx
triptychs of the Middle Aga to Duchamp's readyimades. Introduces the.concept.of symbolism in the .1

visual arts.
0

NewmeyeriSarah Enjoying Modern Art. New York: Mentor, 1955.
The book deals primarily with winting from neo-classicisrkthrough 1955. The best information is on
Impressionism. The weakest is Post World War II. More enjoyable,to read than are most history books.

O'Connor, Francis V. (ed.). Art for the Millions. Greenwich, onn.: New York Graphic Society, 1973;
A collection of essays which document the artistic achieveti/entS' of the art ieriel'f program of the 19:10's
which was known as the WPA Federal Art Project. Many significant- artists were abIE to survive

----.Th-Fough this program. 41
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Olnded, Frederick Law. Civilizing Atherican ChiesXairibridge: MIT, '-;

selection of Olmsted's writings on city landscapes; CAsidered a primer on the design
.

urban environment..fle is best known for .baving designed Catral Parkz
4. A .

.
0 0

,
Papayek, Victor. Design for the Real Wortd.,Itutnan,Ecologj;tmdSocial.Change. New York. Rande- -' ,- 1071 - ,

_.-

. ..,

A newspoiht of view fo
eeds of a' eons uther-Opientedpeiety! . *

-, '
-;,, - ../ :7 .. -..
.L . (-) , c

Pt-Ipper, F.-Tank. Kinetic AN: Origins and Developte4 GrewiWi-eh-, Com. ... Nog York Gi',4h15- Soddy.

-148*. -, _
. ..

,-
--,-

The1book includes a chronologicalieview of the Origiki-and development of moejnent'in aft, beginning i
with Impressionism. It dictisses light and movement plus simple ,procedures for the expression of t'.: -6

',Movement in the plastic arts ' - ".. 4. -

e industrial designer which is concerned about humartsur hal needs rather
rt the superficia

,

d
e,

C, 'r1,

Read, Herbert. A CcMcise-.History of kr9dern:PaintitigiNeV york:- 13iaeger0 9;63.
Fhe boZik, covers major 20th century painters and the origins of tiferr warkt The atfthor algo develOs the

-' two major. trends of.conceptual and intuitive art At,dng 4itlivpiopriate theory and philosophy of the
times.. . ,

.
Redstone, Louis S. 'Art in Architecture. New York: McGraw-Hi l,,196.`1;

;<"; `.'ft:4

. A photographic surrey, of art that is a part of or related to buildings atotind iheWorcld. liftendedjtb
40stimulate,,the ,need for more art in everyday life.,

Reichardt, Jasia. Cybernetics,' Art and Ideas. Greenwieli, NeWoh',-ork,,Grapbie'cre!.Y,_19V.
The relationship between technology, contemporary' life, And,,Cre,,Sj\A2:1'S

-

essays.
iljus&ated. . t

Ricliter", Hans. Dada: Art
One hundred seventy, nine illustrations, 8 in color and 58 lineOramingSartipedsto 'des

,,,, . -. , -... ,..- : .., .......< i'' ,
.. 1 . mbv`ement.

:
:, = . ,, .-*.:.,"' .- -.- -

il i : 41- ' - :;- 7 7- "c ,.,,i' ,.)... '4=0
II .$ ,-5 "

Riekey, George. constru&ivistn;4iginsatyl Evolutions. New York: 'I3" razilIer,',-J967,.: , , :.-1,, -

A thorough re, of the conStructiviWinOv merit, with a chronologi from 1895,0 f061; '4a;ryeScO 4
., . st-,Ves,setected biOgraphies; and a. museum c art. ,. . , . . . - . ,

.
* *.-., -,, ) , ,::- ., -4 ,- . . ,-.,:

.. ,, ;,. ," : ..),
.

-Rose, .Barbara. r merican, Ari,4'ince-/9-00: A Cr! I :14teir .p.New Yort1;. 3rheier, 161;,-.;,,--- .:'1','"
e- Rose,.

. .-_ A well-known crit?ilis usses American art;in° the twealietheentitry; COVeringtiericis and iniliqace's:..,

baSic historY,,of 'tv,en iethkentin-Y Aineribana. ,
,

, , pA
itbsenberg,,HarOld. The De-Definition of4Y.t..

4.,FrOm action art to pop ito earthworks. Analyz,
analysis'orspecific wdrkto.`'

ew 'York:- iforizon, 19'72. -- . '. :- ',;.", , * 'r

.tensions ligw.-een iptiericanand,EuropeanartPla
't

,..., ...

Rowland; Kent. Histor), of the Motlerit ifovement. ew York: Van Nostrod -Rei old, 0,74.
A complete study of the modern' ifioyenient in'art, kIchitec4tierirddesign...fr5tn 1880 tOitbda.y.,

-- 7
.

ifr. : k'
'Rubin, William. Dada;...9urrealis in an d Their- fieritge. 6reenwich, COnn.:, New Yo :0 rapityir $.6cie-ir, ,-

1968. , . . .

Numerous black and white photographi of Dada and Surrealist painting and sculpture ill trafe the, .. L -

.,,
,eauthor's /comments about these two movements, A chronology, a''bijiliogra%pliand' 4bibition.

. - - i
checklist are included. ' ''' C.,

0,
,. `...,

.., -! t^, 4,tz
, !
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- -, Dada and Surrealis? Art..sNew YOrk: Abrams,' 1969.
Published-for an exhibition at Museum of Modern Art. Good text traces theory of the two movements.

Sarris, Andres. Interviews with Film Directors. NINNW York: 'Avon, 1968.
Introduction covers history of film director as dreative force behind films. Interviews with 40 top
directors. ,-, e....-... . I -1,-

. , .--

Sedgwick,. Jr., John Discovering kfodern. Arr. New York: Random House, 1960.
This book Is written for the layman. It attempts to guide the reader to an understanding of
contemporary painting. The autho deschbes the major styles of painting from Impressionism to Pop
Art, with indepth studies of Ce icasso, Klee,.Modrian, Pollock, and de Kooning.

A

Sharp, Dennis.
..

A Visual Histbry of Twentieth Century Architectu;e: 'Greenwich, Conn.: New York
,.

Graphic Society, 1972.
A pictorial and chronological examination of architecture from 1900 to 1970, written for the layman.

0

Sloane, Patricia. Color: Basic Principles and New Directions. New York: Reinhold,1968. .

An unscientific fresh approach to colot, with consideration for.new pigments and attitudes. Looks at
color notation system and explains the workings of eye, lens, and prism.

Stern, Robdrt. New Directions in American-Architecture. New York: Braziller, 1969.
The "Third, Generation of architects who are now the innovators ibuilding examine oday's
architecture with a view 05 its historicaF basis and its implications for future treads_

Sypher, Wylie. Rococo to Cz;hismain Art and Literature. New York: 'Vintage Books, 1960.,
The bOok addresses itself to changes in style and form in painting and liteliture. A solid understanding

-'of historical facts relating to these areas is a definite prerequisite to reading or using this book as a
-reference. A jg

...........
,16011,

'.

Time -Life (eds.). American Painting 1900-1970. Mor-rfstown, N.J.: Silver Burdett, 1970.
., .

A sun ey..in text and illustrations beginning with the Ashcan School and concluding with Op painting.:-1
Good color.- so recommended for social studies. . -

..

Time- . e Library of Arr,-- The World of Michelangelo, Rembrandt, Picasso, Matisse, et al. New
York:"TitteLife Books 1970:4
Each book deals with thelife and times of a particular artist. There is some-critical analysis, but mostly
basic factual- information. 'The reproductions are excellent:

.

TaLliel-, Dora. Abstract Art. Nei'v -York:.Onion Press, 1970.
The book is divided into three basic sections: 1) The origins of abstract painting and sculpture in the

. .20th century; 2) Abstractwt of.the Thirties: and 3) Abstrac$ art after 1945, plus a comparative
chronology. The emphasis is on the theory andl philosophy behind abstract art.

Van Doesburg, Theo. ,Principles of Neos-131astic Art. Londcin: New York praphip Soeiet.):, Lund, 1966.
From the origina) published in 1925, this book carries a reproduction of.the cover and typographical_,
layout that -was actually -used. The information is in its original form and the illustrations are excellent:"

an'excellent source for understanding the de Stijl philosophy.

Venturi, Robert. Learning from s Vegas. Carbbridge: MIT Press; 1973.
This is a three -part book abou architecture and city planning based on an eight-day student trip. Iirst

csection is illustrated.

A,0
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' Weller, Allen S. Art U.S.A. Now, Vols. I and 2. New York: Viking Press, 1963. .
--A-rtistsofthe---sixties__inALS.A. worldwide tour. Arranged by artist, with quotes. Excellent

reproductions. . A . ..i -
Wenden, DJ, The Birth of the Movies. New York: E.P. Dutton, 1974.

' A brief history of the film from its primitive da'ys up to the talkies, Movie history is discussed in terms of
early styles,.asa business, and its impact on society.

- Wijsenbeek, L.J. Piet Mondrian. Greenwich, Conn.: New York Grhphit Society, 1968.
His-life story and a retrospective' photo essay of his work.

Wilson, FOrrest. Architecture: A Book of Projects for Young Adults. New York: Reinhold, 1968. .
Presents imaginative projects with drawings and concise text. Provides students with the .basic.
principles of architecture and an awareness of the philosophies underlying classical and modern
architecture.

A History of Architecture on t Disparative Method. New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1974.
An amusing approach to understanding architecture helps the student deN elopa technique for looking
at things and relieves the tedium'of scholarship.

,Wolfe, Tom. Kandy-Kolored Tangerine Flake Streamline Baby. New Yoik: Farrar 1965.
Book covers colorful phases of Pop Society from dist jockeys to taxi driNers -arid includes styles of
haircuts, Clothing, et21. .



RESOURCES

FILMSTRIPS

The Center for 11-TIF-nahltjer,-Ine

White Plains, New YOrk 10603

10Qjears,of Modern Art (Part I and Part II) (slides /tape) -

Man creates:1n His Own Nage-

Educational.Dimensions Corporation
Stamford, Connecticut 06904

Understanding Modern Architecture (Part I and Part II) (filMstrip/record)°':
nderstanding Art (filmstrips /tapes)

Understanding Abstract Art (filmstrips/ tapes)
Understanding Modern SculptureVilmstrips/ tapes)
Understanding Ppp Art (filmstrips/tapes)
Understanding Op Arf(filrnstriPsltapes)
Elements of Sculpture (filmstrips/apes)
Appreciating. Abstract Art (filmstrips/tapes)

Warren SchlOat Productions, Inc.
Pleasantville, New York l'0570

,

The 20th Century: The Age and Its Art (2 filmstrip's /record)

PERIODICALS

t'Art and Man
902 Sylvan4Avenue
Englewood Cliffs: NJ, 07632

Art Fordin
,? Suite 807

667 Madison Avenue
New,York,N.Y. 10021

Art in Anierica
150 East 58th Street
New York, `N. 0022

ApPitOVED SOURCES FOR ART REPRODUCTIONS ,

.Shorewood Reproductions, Inc.
475 Tenth Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10018

. Van Nostrand Reinhold Company
. 300 Pike Street

Cincinnati; Ohio 45202

National Gallefy of Art
Freer Gallery .Hirshhorn gallery
Phillips Gallery
Corcoran Gallery

. r

ti
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Arisi-N51 nk'"i
CHRONOLOGICAL OVERVIEW OF 20TI-CENT 3 ART
AND ARCHITECTURE RELATED TO HISTORIC EVENTS

This informatjon may be used ag the basic foi a Flow Chart.
(See Activities listed for Part I.)

I

19604920 Historic _ _
Events . Painting '

s

T. Roosevelt Open boor Policy FAUVISM rn 1905
190.61909 Maligte ( 1869-1954) (Influenced by

van'Gogh, Gauguin colors)
Break with nature and representa-.don-- °

Planck's Quantum The-b-rY-1900'

Freud'd Dreams 2 1900
v

Pavlov's,conditiiined Reflex 1900,

Wright Brothers' Airplane 1903

JapanDefeals Russia 1905

Einstein's Theory ' of Relativity
1905.

Triple Entente: England, France-,
Russia 1907

Ford Assembly Line 1909

Revolution of China Republic set,
up 1911

World War 11914-1018 U.S. enters
1917

-
Bolshevik Revolution 1917

4 'O .
Wilion's 14 Points 1918.
League of Nations 1919.
,First radio station regular schedule

9%;e''' 4 ttt"-It
.+(

. -

CUBISM 19074917 ;

Analytical and synthetic
Picasso (1881-1973)
Braque (1882-.1963) (Influenced by

African sculpture, Cezanne's
work, and reaction to-camera)

EXPRESSIONISM
The Bridge Group 1905 ,

The Blue Rider Group 1911

K okoschka( 1886)
Mare,(1880-1916).
Randinsky (18664944)

-ented-by vin Gogh brush work,
Fauvisin-tMunch)'

FUTURISM 1908
Italy (Influenced by Cubism and

industrialization)
Based On literary concepts ,1;

Carra (1881-1966) ,
-Balls .,"( 1811-1 958)

, -

_
Sculpture Architecture

CUBISM
Duchamp-Villon (1876-1918)
Lipchitz (1891-1973)

FIGURATIVE EXPRESSION-
-. ISM
; Lembruck (1881- 1919),

Barlach (1870-1938)4fluented by
Rodin)

(
'

. ABSTRACTION
Brancusi (1876-1957)

t. FUTURISM
Boccionnr(1882-1916)"

e

t

DADA 1916-1919
Reaction'to art of the Academy,
Arp (1887-1966)
Schwittea 741887-1948j
Marcel I) mp (1887-1968)"

4

DADA 1916 -1919
O

Frank Lloyd Wright (1867-1959)
Integration of mass, space and
; surface

ART NOUVEAU
Expressionist. tie-in nature in*

spired, ornament natural, flow
of abstract, configurations

H ortal 1866.1947)
Gaudi (18$2-1926).'"-
van de Velde (1863-1957)

DeSTIJL GROUP

-, Other--

Graphics:
Munch

_Getrnan_Expressio'nist

ART NOUVEAU
Tiffany glass--

Lapis Sullivan 'Pholograpli_OStiregliti-
Waiblysight. Building (first tall

building 9 stories)
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1921-1945 Historic
Events

,Mussolini takes
1922.

-

Ruth hits 60 home ruiis.
First regular *broadcast in USA

1928

over in Italy

Stalin-Russian Purge 1928
U.S. Stockmarket crash 1929
Spain becomes Republic 1931
Hitler seizes pow in Germany -

1933.
.,

era
Roosevelt New Deal 1933
Jessie Owens )rgold medals in

Berlin Olympics 1938

Spanish Civil War Franco wins,
1936,

'World War II 1939-1945 -
_Tecl Williams last to. hit .400

. 1941

First large 'atomic explosion 1945
Penicillin discovered °

. - Redskins...win last championship
1944

Computer-technologf, developed
1944'

Atomiebomb dropped on Hiroshi-
- ma 1945

(1,N. ChatN signed 1945

Painting

.

SURREALISM 1920's

Dali (1904- )

Miro (1893- )

Matta (1911- )

MEXICAN RENAISSANCE
Rivera (1886-1957)
Orozco (1883-1949)
Tamayo (1'899- )

(Government murals, social
ism)

ABSTRACTION
Malevich
Mondrian (1872-1944)
Social Realism in U.S.
Benton (1889-1975)
Wo'od (I892-194Z
WPA in U.S,
Picasso's "Guernica," 1936
European artists flee to U.S. 1930's

Sculpture

SURREALISM
A rp (1887-1966) -

Picasso (1881-1973)
Ernst

CONSTRUCTIVISM

real:

Stuart Davis
Barnett 14;imiii, rr-t
Josef Albers
Arshile Gorky

Paul.Klee
(

0

Pevsner

Architecture

BAUHAUS 1919-1933 led to
Internati3nal Style

Gropius (1883-1969)
Saarinen (1873-1950)
LeCorbusier (1887-1965)
van der Rohe (1886-1969)

Other

Eames: furnitgi

Photography: ManRay abstract
film

Gabo (1886-1962)
(Bauhaus. CubisLinfigenced),

EXPRESSIONISM
Giocometti

ART DECO

vb.

Mobile sculpture Alexander Calder
(1898;1976)

.

^<

Cartoons: Chester Gould

Illustration: Norman Rockwell

Industrial Design: Russell Wright,
Raymond Lowey

-

Hollywood films: Cetil-13:--- De-
Mille, Walt Disney.-

AA



946-Present Historic.,
Events

U.S. Marshall Min 1945

Israel Independence 1948

NATO fotinded 1949
Communists and Mao win in

China 1949
Korean War 1950-1953
U.S. Supreme Court outlaws

segregation in publie schools
1954

First hydrogen bomb 1954

Sputnik 1957
'First manned spice flight 1961
John F. Kennedy assassinated

1963
1

U.S. lands first marPon the moon
1970

Massive U.S. intervention in Viet--
nam 1965

Martin L. King assassinated 1968
Robert F. Kennedy assassinated'

19¢8

Painting

ABSTRACT EXPRESSIONISM
Pollock 0912-1956)
-deKooning (1904)

Kline (1910-1962)
(Improvisatibn, action painting;

influenced by Dada and Sur-
realism).

Albers 'a
Kelly

Washington loses baseball team to
Texas 1972

Mark Spitz '7 gold medals
Olympic swimmer

Watergate 1974
H.S.-Rusiian first jointspace flight

1975 1

Viking lands on Mats 1976
'0

°
...

Stained catr7i-sMbaurs'

POP ART,
Rauschenberg
Warhol
Johns

OP ART
B. Riley

SHAPED CANVAS
Stella

Fritz Seholder: American Indian

MULTIPLES

f

.

Ipture

ABSTRACT CONSTittiCTION
David Smith (1906-196
Moore

HAPPENINGS

CONCEPTUAL ART

POP ART
Segal
Oldenberg

ASSEMBLAGE;
(origins in_ Dada),
Louise Nevelson

)

EN V IRON MENTAL
ScUlpture
Laser beam Rockne Krebs

DISPOSABLE

Christo's "Curtain and "Felice"
U/

4.

eA

t

4

0

'1411

Architecture

INTERNATIONAL STYLE

van der Rohe: Seagram Building

Saarinen: DullesAirport
liontreal Expo 1967
ducknunster Fuller: Geodesic

Dome (originally designed in
1936)

Safdie: Habitat
Edward Durrell Stone: Kennedy

Center
Soleri; Environment and city plan-

ning

ti

I.M. Pei: National Gallery

Metro subway Washington. D.C.

'

,

4.

1--' '' .s Other.., -.,,

N

Cartoon's: Al Capp...
.:-

illut ation: Norman leockwell

r

New York Films:.Andy Warhol .

Illusttation: Peter Max
1'

4j
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API'ENDIX, 13

MOVEMENTS-AND STYLES IN 20TH CENTURY ART

<>-

The art of, the early 20th century was linked to that of the 19th century by a group of artists loosely
categofized as Post- Impressionists. Artists like Monet, Pissaro, .Sisleritnioir,--andDegas carried
Impressionism a step farther by trying to capture the spontaneous a +id transitory effects of lighton form
rather than emphasizing form 'in, a- controlled space as did Cezanne and Senrat. This branch of
Impressioniim led to Cubism and other geometrically-inclined movements while an Gogh and Gauguin
inspired the work intuitive and emotive artists like the Fauves and Eicrressionists.

400
The movements and mat r styles in 20th century art are:

74.

Fauvism
Art Nouveau or Jugendsfil
Ashcan Schdol
Expressionism \

The Bridge
- The Blue Rider

ilhe New Objectilly 1?:741/4

Independent Expressionism
American Expressionists

Abstraction

Cu ism
,titurism .

Orphistn
Purism °

*Non-Ohjectiv

Neo-PItticism
Suprematism 4g.ii

Constructivism
Dadaism

dee

Surrealism

Neo-Rombnticism
Fantasy

o

g . .,
"e -a '

.or '" 1...0 .
*. 1Z70,

,
t

AmeriAn Realism

Cubist-Realism
Romantic or Surrealistic Realism
Abstract Realisni
Expressionist Realism

;Magic or Sharp ,FQ-CUS Realigm

Abstract ExpresSionism
4-7-;;;

Post- Abstract Expressionism
Assemblage

Formal Abstraction
x.)

,ptical Painting
imal Painting.

,Geo etric Alstraction
Kinetic Ae

oNew Realism
En$irpnmental Art

"TerArt °
Dopmenta,,

Conce tual
Hann gs

4 -VOSab S

3950
,
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. FAUVISM 1900's- fr.

Centeredin France, the Fauves, meaning wild beasts, were influenced by the large, bold, flat-color areas of
_Gauguin and 'the colorldissonances of van Gogh. They were intereste he dynamic c qualities of color,
within compositional limitationsP

2-1ajor artists:
/

Andre Der
Raoul Did
Henri Matiss

Pablo Picasso
Maurice Vlami

ART NOUVEA e JUCENDSTIL 1890's 1920't
.() 4

Populpr in central Eurhe and ritain as part of a spiritual revolt against the materialism of the lime, the
group'tbok its name from the unich magazine Die Jugend, or The Youth.

A style of flowing curvilinear lines was produced, with free, loose ornament based on organic forms; e.g.,
flowers, - trees. Found in the work of Gauguin, ,van,Pogh, and Lautrec, the style was reflected in the
architectural ornament of henry van. de Velde in Holland and Louis Sullivan in the United States.

Major artists:,

Aubrey *Beardsley 4

Gustav Klimt
Edward Munch

ASHCAN SCH000000's-1930's

This was a group of/American Realist painters li ng in New York, mostly concerned with portraying its
slums and squalor hence the term Ashcan. olorful and intimate aspects of city life were painted with'
gray tones in a rompntic or sentimental manner. The movement was a reaction to the academic, superficial
style endorged by the Academy.

The original group, called "The Eight," was composed of:
6

Arthur B. 'Davies
,William Glacens
Roberi Henri
Ernest LawsoW

Other major artists:

GeorgelelloWs'
Guy Pene du,Bois

EXPRESSIONISM 1919's- 1940's

George Luks
Maurice PAidergast,
Eyerett Ihinn
John Sloan .

4

Expressionism was.primarily,cetnral F-uropean in origin. Form, color, and space are distotd in search of
---emolional-eSenee."Light is manipulated for dramatic effect:

The Bridge, or Die Brucice. This form was itifluenecd by va
. formed by students from the Dresden Technical School.

r 40

gh, African sculpture, and Fauvism and was
.;$

$1.
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11 pi-ZAINO distorted Ilyt still representational an d tangible forms. Heavy, dissonant colors resealed inner
responses.

Major artists:
.

,Ergist Barlach,.;
Ernst Kirchner

Emil Nolde
Max Pechstein

4.0

The BY Rider, or DeEBlau Reither. This'name was derived from a book by Kandinsky. Influenced.by
Gauguin, Delaunay, an,d folk art, this movement absorbed theAridge Group.

?
It produced rhythmic, musical_exp-ression in which form penetratestfop and color penetrates color.
Interest in improvisation rather than subjeCts, First nonrepresentational painting by Kandinsky.

Major artists:
see

Lyonel Feininger 1 . Paul Klee
Alcxei van Jawlensky Franz Marc
Vassily Kandinsky

The New Objectivity

-e

,.
This was a reaction, to German society and politics after World War I and was expressed in satire, directly
related to the Purist reform- in Paris.

Works were produced that are repr9entational but t eiy intense in mood and clinical in detail. Styles tailed,
..

VIsome reflected1psychotogical annervotis sensibility. ..

Major artists:

Max Beckm9,t1 2 04, Oskar Kokoschka
Otto Dix Kathe Kollwitz
George-Grosz Oscar Schlemmer

404**414t Independent Expressionism 1910's-I930*

These independent figurativ e or representational Expressionists were inspired by Chagall.and de Chirico.
Their styles were romantic and lyrical compared to other radical innovators Of the time.' It includes the
group called School of Paris.

,_-

. , .

Major artists:

" Max ,Beckmahn George Roualt
Oskar Kokoschka- Chaim Soutine ,

' Wilhelm -Lelimbruck Maurice Utrii16
-.-i

.-:Amedecp Modigliani

American Expressionists 1920's- 1940's --,..,
. .

An independent iroup of artists, some studying in Eur6pe and interpreting the'cries of Expressionism,
interpreted the American scene in strong (sometimes harsh and crude) forms and colors.

I

Major- artists:t g
Arthur Dove Winslow Homer
William Gropper e - Jolin Macin
Marsden Hartley Franklin Watkins

41 .52
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ABSTRACTION

Cubism 1906-1930's

Cubism is a Method of istializat ion prompted by Cezanne and stimulated by the simplified geometric forms
bf African sculpture. .

CubistTminting may be viewed in four developmental periods:
./

L- lnstinctie Cubism, as deNelopec( bl Picasso and &Nue, consisted of natural forms reduced to
simple angular facets.

.4k

Major artists:

,_

119

4

. Georges Braque Fernand Leger
Pablo Picasso' Juan Gris

Analytical or Systematic Cubism in 1, hich the planes of objects become-partially transparent and
sometimes fuse with the background. The ieUer is placed in the picture plane, looking arobjects
frQm many positions.

\Majotyirtists:

Albert Gleizes
Francis Picabia
Diego Rivera )

Synthetic Cubism describes contrbsitions in which parts bojz.j.ects are ilrbitrarily selected and
pia-Ca to satisfy the n6eds of a composition.

r artists:

ist Marc Chazall
Stuart Davis-
Robert Delattnay

Kinetic CObism in which an attempt to represent actual moe t 1, as,added to the techniques of
Cubism.

s

Major Artists:.

Marcel.Ducham_p
Raymond Duchamp-Villon

,
Cubist Sculpture remained experimental,

Major Cubist sculptors:

Alexander Archipenko..
Umlie,rto Boccioni

.

Joseph Siena
Max Webber \

4

lacking 4, common denominator that: could identify a period.

42

Jacques Lipchitz
Pablo Picass6

53
,



Futurism 1910's-1920's ..- 4 - ..
- .. .

Centered in Italy, this off-shoot of Cubism was inspired by a machine and war-glorifying literary.
movement. It was a style dedicated

.
to violent movement., speed, and aggressiveness or the simulation

thereof. Fragmented forms, penetrating shafts of light, multiple exposur& and exciting cdlor were usFdz'
decisively to convey a sense of movement. Related' to the motion pictures.

Major artists:

Giacbmo Balla
- Umberto Bocoioni

Carlo Carra

Orphism 1910's-1920's r-
1

0

Gino Severini
Joseph Stella

. -
bfphismcad movement in French painting t t started with the prerhises of Analytical Cubism,, Colors
were intensified and compositions were liberated em the object.

'Major artists:

Robert Delaunay
Frank Kupka

Purism 1920's

Morgan Russe1.1.
Sonia Terk

This reform movement opposed the decoraiivgness of Cubism and was guided by Intel
than emotion. A favorite device was equivocal- space.

eory rather

The style suggested sheNeo-chtssicism of Picasso co with a Cubist interest in machink forms.
Reestablished the importance of everyday objects using the form - language of Sy nthetiC Cubism.

r

Major artrists:
°z kt - rip . . -.

",, Le Corbuier (dtarles.Edward ie./mere° Amedee Ozen.fant0

Fernand Leger . x.- Oskar SAremmer
. . K- 5,z

NON - OBJECTIVE ART Revealed by lYassily Kandinsky in 190g

Neo-Plasticisin (de' Stijl) 1920's

.
This movement was organized in Holland to effectu cooperation between painters and _sculptors.q

_

architects..and industriaNesigners.. . - . .,... .
. . .

--
:,.V; (

Their credo identified two basic elements which were applied to painting, sculpture, architecture, furniture,
poster design. and typography. These elements were: (I) the rectangle as a basic form, and (2) red, blue, and
yello. as the basic colors. They also expefimented jn film and exerted a strong influence on the Bauhaus.

Major artists:

,Theo v n IS,Olesburg
Jear40o
,piet/Mo iari

4

,.

A
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Suprematism 1910's
o AS .

. . ,.
.

Suprematism was a movement founded in Moscow by Maletich, miho tried to reduce art to its geometric
fundamentals. Enjoyment of these paintings is derivedf from the perfect aesthetic placement of simple forrn

and the inherent beauty of circles and squares... .

Majdr artist: KgSmir Malevich
. ,

ConstructivIsm 1920's ,
r ,.

/.V
.

;
.

This form originated ill /Russia and was named after the assemble constructions of Tatliri. Influenced by
.

Mlevich:Who sought/to liberate art from the representatiOnal world.,
4 0

. ;
.4.

Open, non - volumetric architectonic constructions of wbod Ad plastic were consider'ed a reaction against

. the naturalism of,CL 61S-M
.

.
-,

...
--,

Major artists:. i

Josef Albers
Alexander alder
Naum ,Gabo
Lazlo,Moholy-Nagy

Ben" ilicholsen
Anton.Pevsner
Alexander ROdchenko,
Vladimir Tatlin

Dadaism 1919's-1920's ... . j T.
..

-494+,,,.

Begun in 01/6 by Jean Arp and others in Zurich, the term dada was selActid at random from a dictionary to
.

express thii illogical nature of the world which was pen immersed in- World War 1.

--,.

, A form ofd serious artistic buffoonery, the moNemytt became the basis of Surrealism and led to the
.,-recognition of chance, as an' element' of design. Collages and construcctiOds using ready-made objects were

used. along with abstract imagery, to portray' the moral corruption and general-spirit ofnegaiivism of the
I 4

time. f /

Major artists:
-

Jean (Hans)Arp
Marcel Duchamp
Max :Ernst
George Grosz

.:-. SUR,RE4CISIV1 1920's-.1930's
' 41 -----.. .

. - 4

A direct outgrowth of Dadaism, Surrealism was thels,last outstanding inoventent in European painting. A ,

more conqructive rorhanticism than Dada, Stirrellist art was a reasgertion of 'the importance, of the

'individual's psychic life. For Dali; Tanguy; and agritte, the 'style.consisted of contrasting images and

iforms n an improbable setting. Another sty wa lion-figp*rativegutothatie writing as exemplified hi the

llwork of Masson. the result 01' a free and unCon us activity of the hand-Arnst cr:eated jr. ottages by JI : .

'41/ ' trtmsferring rubbitigs ipf wood grain on the cant's1°, . '' *. .
. ,i-

1. Francis Picabia
Kurt Schwitlers

I I Sophie Taeuber.:Arp
. .

O

Major "artists:

SalvadoDali
l'aulDelvaug.
Max-Ernst
Reffe.Magritte

An'dre Masson,
Joan Miro
Yves Tanguy

44 -.55
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Neo-itomanticism 1930's
",;:=

Beginning in the late 1920's, thfs movement represented a psychological escapism similar to the beginning of._
Romanticism a century earlier.

Influenced by Picasso's pfue Period, sentimental themes included sleeping people and de,serted landscapes.

Major artists:
*it

,Eugene Berman
. Pavel Tc helitchew

Fantasy

The art of the unearthly and unreal has recurred throughout history: Although the styles of various fantasy
artists may reflect the current movement; their works are characterized by a natural, unrestricted expression
of the imagination. The style can be described as a childlike, or dregm-like, world of fantasy under the
complete control of the designer's imagination, sometimeellecting a profound spirituality or moral sense.

1VAjor artists:

. Paul Klee_
, t Joan Miro

OdilOn Redon

- AMERICAN REALISM ,1 .
4 . s

The American depression of the 30's and the U.S. participation in World War II generated an increasing
interest;among American artists in the Ametiican scene.jThis art of social consciousness, although inspired
by the pressure of events, took several diltinct paths determined by the influence_ s of Romanticism,
Surrealism, Atstractionism, and Expressioinsm.Some of the artists were.regionalists, others vetesatirists,
both commented on the social and political events 'or t onditions of their time. .

c

Cubist-Realism (Precisionists) 4920's
3

on

.

,)This is a realist style co by geometric simplification stemming from Cubism.
z

It is precise, often photographic, art that is stripped. of detail to the point that it becomes abstract in its
impact. ,

ti

Major artists: 1

.
- -L # - ,e

Alexander Archipenko Morton Scha' berg " % ......

Ralston' Crawford ei

Charles Sheel r
I

Charles LiemUth. a Niles Spen
4 ,JaCques Lipchiti t ...

;
.

i

X
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_ Romantic. or Surrealistic Realisiii1,930's-1960's-
f

This is an international movement that has recurred thwiughout the
influenced by Romanticism and Surrealism.

century with some variations.

It is a naturalistic or photographic style in which the artist carefully reproduces the elements of nature, bUt
he also creates an emotional tension or a sense of suspense.

Major artists:

Ivan Albright
Eugene Berman
Peter Blume
Edwin Dickinson
Morris Graves
Rockwell Kent

ti Yasuo Kuniyoshi
Julian Levi
Loren Maclver
Georgia O'Keeffe
George Tooker' .

Mahonri M. Young

Abstract Realism (American Scene and Regionalism) 1930's

This group of artists integrated the findings of cubismand Expressionism with the older American
tradition..

Although the artists were faithful to actual appearances, the formal and abstract
emphasized but not to the exclusion of simple huttian values.

*Major artists:

Milton Avery ...

,ii'homas Hart Benton
Charles Burchfield
John Steuart Curry
Stuart Davis
Arthur Dove
Lyonel Feininger
John Flannagan

Lee Catch
Malvina Hvffman

! Edward Hopper
1 'Gaston Lachaise

John Marin
Hugo ,Robus

'Joseph Stelld
Grant Wood

Expressionist Realism (Social Conimentators) 1910's.

This wai the prevailing style of work done under federal
influenced by 8xpresskinism.

4.
Artists communicated their strong feelingg about

Major artists:
44

Leonard Baskin
Hyman Bloom
Aaron Bohrod-
Jo Davidson.
Adolf Dehn
Philip Evergood
William Gropper
Peprge Grosz
Robert Gwathiney
Marsden Hartley
Karl Knaths

eleMents of a subject were

3

4
1.

government support n the United States.

ocial justice through a sharp, allusive, RealiSti style.

1 4

Walt Kuhn
Jacob. Lawrence
Jack Levine
Reginald Marsh
fvan Mestovic
Jose Orozco
Abraham Rattner
Diego- Rivera

. Ben Shahn
Walter Stuempfig'

I
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Magic or Sharp Focus Realism 1940's-1950's

Directly related to-the--American tradition of the precisionists or "The Immaculates," these

neverthelessideologically independent.
*

.

The style develops Realism to a point so precise that it gives the ordinary world a sharpened
<.

sometimes make it mysterious or frightening.

_

Major artists:

Balthus (Klossowski)
Carlyle Brown
Kenneth Davis

ABSTRACT EXPRESSIONISM 1930's-1960's

Paul- Delvaux
--, Pierre Roy

Andrew..Wyeth

painters-were

intensity that

This nonrepresentational form of art, sometimes called informal or free form; combines the spirits of

- Abstraction and Expressionism. Starting ill Europe but reaching a peak of development .ih the United'

States, this style reflects the world of 20th-century science through its fluid, dynamic forms just as the solid

forms orkealism reflected the 19th century world.
a

The artist reacts:atitOmatically ,to the medium, projecting a heightened emotional response to a pecsonal

experience or feeling. (Instrumental in the formation'of the movement were Arshile Gorky and Mark

Tobey,)

The movement may be dismissed in three categories:
,6r

77-

1. Psychic improvisation or .free -form abstraction in which the artist may project subconiscious

2.

images automatically,

artists:artists:

Sam Francis
Philip Gtiston
Seymour, Lipton
Isarhu Noguchi

Jackson Pollock
Clyfford Still
Jack Tworkov_
Peter Voulkos

Abstract and nonrepresentational but referring° a conscious experience

Major artists:

Helen Frankenthaler
Hans Hoffinan

: Ffanz.Kline

Semi - abstraction ba"Seclion observation of-the-outer world
;

4
4

Robert Motherwell
Theodore ROszak
David Smith .41,'

Major artists:

William Baziotes ,

Adolph Gottlieb
Willem de Kooning

'Rubin Nakian
Gabor Peterdi
Theodoros Stamos

47 5 3
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Post-Abstract Expreisionism 1950's-Present
/

I
4

'A reaction against the formless generalities of Abstract Expressionism, this movement was influenced
EkPreiSioniSin but interestedin the natural world, sometimes to the extent of incorporating natural objects
or graphic reprodtctions in the composition. The assemblage reflects the combined influence of _
Expressionism and Dadaism.

Major artists:

. , Reg Butler
Lynn Chadwick
Jasper Johns

Assemblage 190's-1970's

0 Marino Marini
Robert Rauschenberg
tarry Rivers

Influenced by Surrealism and Didaisni, and derived from primitive African and Eskimo artifacts, this style
relies on the emotional potency of objects or parts of objects reassembled in an artistic format.

,
W

Major artists:

Lee Bontecou
Bruce Conner

Joseph Cornell
Richard Stankiewicz

FORMAL ABSTRACTION 1930's-Present

Various phases of Purism, Constructivism and Cubism, explored iirentr30's, guided this revolutio
Abstract Expressionism.

. .

The style em$hasized an intintional-or emotional reaction to the formal AaracteriVics of the art elements
without reference to a recognizable environment.

n

OpticalTainting (Op) 1960's-1970's
"-
o

This m6vgment took inspiration from the works of Mondrian, Albers, and the color-field abstraction.

T- he Op style iS concerned With,t b e way the eye and mind respond to certain visual phenomena to the
.exelusion of dcial or emotidnal comment, .

-4
4

Major artists:

1

kichardO\nuskiewicz
Larry POins

)

)

Bridget kiley
Jtilian:Stanczak

59
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Minimal Painting 1950's-1970's

influenced by Oriental philosophies, the pioneers of these styles sought to eliminate all the elements which

create tension. Rothko, Newman, and Reinhardt begin the search for monumental statements with nothing
but pure col& and a flat surface.- The color-field painter, whose style may be termed painterly or hard edge,

,,sought to establish the painting as an object.

Major artists:

Gene Davis
Sam Fran,cis
Morris Louis '.

Barnett Newman

Geometric Abstraction 1950'sr1970's

Painting

e

Kenneth Noland
Jules Olitski
Ad 'Reinhardt
Mark Rothkd

Some Minimalists reflect elements of the machine age, emphasizing the impe'rsona I and explicit with broad

surfaces of brilliant, textureless paint.

Major artists:

Ron Davis
Ellsworth Kelly
Frank Stella

Sculpture ' . .
$

Influenced by the Constructionists and Purists, and culminating in the 1960's, this sculpturestyle employed

simplifiedl reductive forms resulting in primary firths or brutalism. '

Extreme monumentality led to environmental sculptures.,
.

Major rtiits:

Alexander Calder Robert Morris
Anthony Caro y Louise Nevelson

: Donald Judd j3avid Smith
Richard Lippold ' Tony Smith

i
I

'Kinetic Art 1950's-1970's

Related to theories of Gabo, Moholy-Nagy,and Duchamp, this art form reflects the scientific theories Of:

aftdiCimaie, movement, time, progression, repetition, and dynamists as well as phenolnena of wind andair.,
grvitati6n and weightles'sness, night and diy. (See text by Frank'Popper for a complete developmental
outlin'e.).Some sculptures are virtually moved by motors or air currents; other piecesdepend on the action

:4 . A ; 1,

or of the viewer. 9 ,
) ) x 3

.

1

Major artists:

Yaacov Agam
Alendander Calder
Jesus: Raphael Soto -
GeOrge Rickey

ir'

Jose de Rivera.
Jean Thiguely

. Victor Vasarely
3 .

49. 60



THE NEW REALISM (PopArt) 1960's-1970's
ti.,- ,

New Realism is an American revolution against abstraction media-psomoted
product-culture in an impersonal, unemotional acceptance of a worldly society. Reil objectS and
reproduced forms and symbols are represented, sometimes incorported, often satirically, in an attempt to
integrate mass Culture with the "fine arts." /4%.

Major artists:

Jim Dine
Robert Indiana

, Richard Lindner
Roy Lichtenstein
Escobar Marisol
Claei Oldenburg

hao

4

James Rosenquist
Wayne Thietiald
Ernest Trova

lliAndy Warhol
om Wesselman

Sculptors who express social commitment rather than ,Pop,skepticism are:

Frank Gallo
George Segal

ENVIRONMENTAL ART 1925-1970's

1.-

This.art form was conceived by Kurt Schwitto Avith his series of Merz constructions; the Environment
projected his thoughts and feelings on a large scale. Generally used are larke structures or rooms that can be
walked into, the appearance of which tan be manipulated by the viewer, by his, her actions or presence:,

_Major artists: .

Stanley. Landsma
Edward K ienhoW-;--1
Rockne Krebs.

fEK ART` 1,60*s

.0 .0 Ivo

Artist and engineer have colla orated to achieve a revolutionary art process. A group called
Experimentation in Art and Tech ology (EAT
artist and engineers. Their works deal with
process rather than content. . 1

Major artists:

Les Levine
Nam June Paik
Robert Rauschenberg

.3

rganiied and arranged working relationship's between
vision, and electronics and shittld be viewed in terms of

.
,

Holography is a system of produJing three-dimensional. images through the use of laser
- I t)

Major artist: Billy Apple

6

50
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,DOCUMENTA

- These are art statements that must be documented by photographs, drawings, or statementsin order to be

related or preserved due to their temporary or imaginary ature.

. Conceptual. Art

\
,

This is a nonobject art form that often exists only irthe mind as an idea. Works are usually so large in scale

that they are temporary, submitting to nature. Some works are offered as a source ofinfprmation rather
.

than a phenomena.
,

it Major artists:

Christo
Dennis Oppe
Richard Serra

Happenings ,

This form is a spontaneous, involved extension of an art or collage environment sensitivity, including
factors of sound, time duration, gestures, sensations, and odors. When staged. the "happening" requires the

spectator to produce his/ her own plot, one that is meaningful to him/ her.

Major artists:-

Jitn Dine
Allan.K aprow
Robert Whitman

Disriosables 1960's-Prtient,,-;

,

Readiort to the built-in obscilestence of commercial products, these forms are Mass-produced for low unit.

cost'arid wide distribution. Earthworks may be inclutled in this category.

Major artist: Les LeVine

a
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APPENDIX C

MOVEMENTS AND STYLES IN 20TH CENTURY ARCHITECTURE

The 20th century introduced a generation of giants who created a new style of architecture entirely
indeperident of the past. Architects were stimulated by the increasingly rapid invention of new building
material's and the development of engineering techniques that allowed for their incorporation into
architectural design.

The rising cost of land in the later part of the 19th century city made commercial buildings of more than six.
storierdesirahle, and the passenger elevator made them practicable. Louis Sullivan was most prominent
among American architects of the day who struggled to give unity to these elevations that hadno historical
precedent. Prior to this era, the architect and architectural historian were one. As a historian, the architect .
would visit buildings of the past, draw, measure,-describe and date them, and then produce imitations of
what he had seen.,,

*. 0

1,he major inovements.and styles in 20th century architecture are:

Eclecticism
Orientalism
Art Nouveau
Craftsman Style
Structuralisni
Post-Art Nouveau
American- Styles 1890-1920

Prairie Style
Western Stick Style
Mission Style
Bungaloid

Modern ,

Functionalism

ECLECTICISM 1880's-1910's

The Victorian, Edwardian.and Georgian styles of Engl. nd and the B
continued to influence arOitecture into the 20th century: to the
Architectural, details and ornamentation grsadually assumed a more
increasingly proto-Art Nouveau embellishment.

American Styles 1915-1920.

S.pdnish Colonial-Revival -

Ptieblo Style

Expressionism
InternatiOnal Style 113auhans)
Miesian
New Formalism
Neo-E'Xpressionism
Brutalism
Geodesic 1940

Ma r architects:

Arthur IL Mack
A. Rickards-

George Walton

7."
'ORIENTALISM

,

in
;

.,. ,,
ux-Arts style n France and America
tenet of overall elevation and plan
simplified, rectangular format with

o--4- No. 25 Cadogan Gardens', London
Wegitminster: Central Hall, London
kodak (shops), Strand and Brussels

khe '1.;eYs, Elstree

Progressive architects found new souiles of inspiration in the decdrati,e artg
. primitive peoples, in European peasant crafts, and in Art Nouveau.

53
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ART NOUVEAU 1890's- 1920's

. The first phase since the ROCOCO in the creation of completely new forms represented a break from imitative
architecture. The free-flowing, natural lines that characterize columns, arches, and cornices are derived
from Turkish and Moorish-sources. The movement was a minor one in America.

Major architects: ,
Giuseppe Brega Via Republica, Pesaro, Jtaly
Antoni Gaudi' Casa BatI14.Barcelona, Sa ?rada4Familia

-Charles 'Rennie Mackintosh = Glasgow School. of Art, Hill House,
Louis Comfort Tiffany.

Prfh
oduced architectural stained glass'.

aurelton Hall, Long island
Annesley Voysey Orchard, Chorley Wood, England

CRAFTSMAN STYLE 1880's-19*s. .

A reaction to machine prOduction, this style was concerned with considerations of pian, use of materials,
and structural met with emphasis upon comfopracticality, and honesty. It was characterized by a
lack of ornament, exposed interior framing, and beams in shingled houses. The influence came from the
aesthetic philosophies of William Morris, 19th century furniture and interior designer, a'nd Charles
Eastlake,_author of Hints ort Household' Taste 7868.

.'

Helensburgh, Scotland

M jot architects:

Henry Hobson Richardson R. T. Paine :House, Waltham, Malts;
William Purcell and George Elmglie = Bradley residence, Woods Hole, Mass.'

.-=Gustav Stickley.'"Mi;sion" furniture, author of Craftsman Hothes 1909

STRUCTUgLISM 1800's-1220's
' .., . t fl..' ° t. ., .

low

7k,

. .. The Conimerci0 Style. of,the late 1$00's influencedithis movement in,Amerira, giving logical architectural
form to the evolving industrial technology. They explored the- use`of steel colgmns and non-loadbearing
curtainikwalls. beaux Arts-inspired ornament was naturalistic but more formarized than Art Nouveau and
was oft6 cast in iron. ' ..'

'-Y

) '' 4 i 7

...
S.:.

MajOr architects: 7"'`

Dankmar ;Adler Prudential Building, Buffalo /

George Grant Elmshe ' - .: . °

Auguste Perret .Theatre des. Champs Elysees, Parii (First topliyreinforced concrete frainel
Lciuis Henry Sullivan Wainwright Building, St. 'Auk2 .

. --) ' "/ . , 1- ? ' ' ) . k

)

POST-ART NOUVEAU it
, , 1.' ,,- 1 '1 . ,

f ,, . '. . .- .

. This was a simple yet elegapt.style incbrporafing.flat, right-angled,
surfaces sometimes accented with

.

.

.0 simple decoratjvel trim. It stressed the unity of 4.a' rchiteceure, 'decor and furnishings. Refined NOtiveau
...

-interiors were designed by Gustav Klinit.

.
, A

a

,

Major-architect: 'Josef' Hoffman Palais Stbcfet, Brussels

' .
.
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AMERICAN STYLES 1890-1920

, -Prairie Style . , . ,

N .
Mostly two story with single story wings andan emphasis on the horizontal.(low roofs and ribbon

- windows), this style relates directlyto the flat beauty of the prairie. An organic style that-was influenced by
f r.

Japanese,architecture.

,Major architects:

40116 Barry _Byrne Clarke House, Fairfi:ild, Iowa
Marion Mahcny Mueller Houses : Decatur, Illinois.
Frdnk Lloyd Wright Willits House, Highland Park, Illinois; k'obiet House, Chicago

Western Stick Style

Wood-framed and often shingle-Covered, these horizontal designs are broken with exposed framing and
supports. Influenced by the Swiss 'chalet and the Ja0nese style:

Major architects:
,;,

.

Charles Sumner and Henry Mather Greene Blacker House arid Gamble 'House,
.

California i -,, ii

. .

..1 .
1

Mission Style , i i,.,
. , . .

1

Characterized by its arches and tiled roofs, this California counterpart of the Georgian Revival in the \
eastern states is a forerunner of the. Spanish Colonial Revival. Walls are nearly always smoothly plasteled.

Major architect; A: Page Brown' Columbian Exi5o4ition Building, Chicago 1, P

)
)

N-40-

,{

Bungaloid 1900-192

.t This was a small,si le -story house with dormers. The term was derived a corruption of the Hindu

l'1

bangla, meaning elongrrtg lo.Bengal. and used by the British in India to sjgnify a low house with veranda
,

4 7 i
. M ajor architects::Greene Brothers 4Bandini Bungalow, Pasadena : I ,

f i
MODERN '1920's-193'0's1 i 4--")

i 1 , .. 1

. .
. 5

In this ornamental style, redoruinantly rectilinear with kcometric curve and motifs, fluting and reeding.

chevrons and zigzags are sed.-Verticality and setbacks ate universal featly-es of skyscrapers of this period.

T is style was Aired 1.3/, the Exposition des Arts Dec rptifs held in Piris in 1925.

ji

Major architects:
.

1 ) 4
t

Charlei Holden Broadway, London 1

Raymond Hood 'Apartment House, 84th Street; New York
Ely-Kahn Casioti Building; New York
Eliel Saatinen Railrod Station, atielsinki
Trost and Trost 1Luhrs Tower, PhoeniXArizonk



FUNCTIONALISM 1900-1920's ,

Inspired by Cubism, Functionalism was developed through the aesthetic interaction of planes. A principle
applied to furnishings as well, this movement was. known as De Stijl in Holland and expressed by the
Bauhaus in Germapy. ,

Major architects:

J.W.E. Buys De Nolharding, The Hague .
-->

- Tony Garnier Cite lndustrielle, Lyon (first city design based on the needs of a town) 7
4 Adolf Loos Steiner House, Vienna ' . .

, Jacobus Oud .*-- the Shell Building, The Hague
Gerrit Rietveld !-- (Utrecht villa known for furtaLthiflgt)

AMERICAN STYLES 191.5,I920's

Spanish Colonial Revival

O

,

Low-pitched, red-tiled roofs; parapets, arches, and plastereci'v.alls are -charaCteristic of this'Spanish-
inspired style.

Pueblo Style . , ..

,
. .

1This massive- looking, archless sty le features a projecting roof beam or %iga. Plastered wails with a stepped-
up roofline imitated Indian community houies.

EXPRESSIONISM 1910-1925

A mainly German movement and
forms and jaggedly -culbrickwork.
industrial design.

Major architects:

4 reaction to World War I, the style jy.as'a mixture of sharply-cury'ed
It introduced the motif of streamlining which later influenced ,1 trier' an

4

Friti Hoeger Childhaus,- Hamburg
1d- Erich Mendelsohn Einsteinturm, Poitsdam; Maimonides Hospital, S rancisco:

Hans Poelzig Grosses Schauspielhaus, Berlin . .1,--
1

INTERNATIONAL STYLE 1920 -1950 ' I,

i i : 1

,. .. --.., i

This style is characterized by a complete absence of ornament and by fo
weight are Minimized for the sake of an effect of(pure volume. Flat roo s and flush win ows thasl urn.
corners are achieved through skeleton constr_ yction of steel or reinforced concrete and cintilever.

41.

1

s in which effe
windows

of mass find

Major architects: 3

/-J'Alvar Aalto Sunila Sulphate cellulOse plant, Kotka, Finland
I

Marcel- Breuer CoogerativeDormitory, Vassar College,
Le Corbusier Unite. d'H'abitation, Marseilles,,Francp
Walter Grophrs- 3auhaus, Dessau, Germany

Alaivird Graduate Center, Cambridge, Mass.
Raymond flood McGraw-Hill Building, New York
Pier Luigi Nervsi Palazzo delle Espesizoni, Turin, Italy
-Richad Neutra Lovell "Health'? House, Los Angeles'
Gio Ponti Pirelli Building; Milan, Italy
Mies van der Rohe- M.L. king Library,:Washington, D.C.
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MIESIAN 1940-1970'
a ,

Regulanatid precise
.
rectangular forms, patterned by modules outlined in 'Steel, are surfaced with glass. Fins

and exposed beams establish a strong symmetry. This'.style, identified with Mies van der Rohe, is an
outgrowthowth of the International Style and is widely Zopied" and imitated. *-I

*'

IVIijor architects: .

Joacqu..es:Brobynson home, Geneva, Illinois
Gordon Bunshaft ,= ---1=everHouse_New York

' Philip Johnson home, New Canaan, Connect ut
C.F. Murphy Associati6n Continental Insurance 'Building
I.M. Pei Mile =High Center:Denver,
Miesvan der Rohe Seagram Building, New York

Lake*Shore Apartments, Chicago
Eero Saarinen G.M. Technical Center, Michigan
Skidmore, Owings. and Merrill Inland St Chicago

\J FORMALISM 1950-1970's k

0

This use typically self-contained, free standing Mach of smooth stnifaces, often, ornamented withcreens
A.)

or grills-, and `Suppotted on fully ,modeTed columns. ..
.,

MI joitthitects: ,

Edward Durell Stone Kennedy Center, Washington., 6.C.1

4--
-Philip Johnson '3. Dumbarton Oaks Museum, Washington, b.C:

---
MinortNamasaki Wayne State University,Detroit ) i. I.,

: NE0--_EX PRESSION IS M *1950's-1970's i .
1 1:

tie
Sweeptng.curb es and concabe, conftx, or faced surfaces pro\ itle e continuit of form that gibes these`
buildings unity. A dynamictistyle that employs arches and Vaults Obtain a sculpturl effect. .

Major architects: * 1 )t P

it
.., : i

.

-,

Eero Saarinen- Kennedy Airport, New York
° . 1 Dulles Airport, Virginia

Ingalls Hockey Rink; Yale University., ,,,,
Paolo Soleri Soleri Studio, Scottsdale, Ariiona
. , 1 .. . , / 1 3

R UBTALISM, 1959; -s-1970's
1 ' . 11. 4 .

Mainly rough surfaced concrete walls with holes for windows and' IOng or tall openings,form.allesh and
bones architecture.' Named after Peter Smithson's nickname Brutii.i. .

;

.

..
-.

1

.
0

0. '1 1 -.,
, a

: *

cz)

....:Major architects:

Tasso, Katselos 7 home, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania '

Maur Rudolpk Art and Al-chitecture Building, Yale J rniveirsity
Alison and Peter Smithson Public SChool, Hunstanton, St6rfolk

I \e/
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GEODESIC 1940-Pre:iept
.1-'

1. A f .../.....
--,_

Sphere shaped steel and glass structures using the tetrahedron to create huge interior spaces. this structural
form is envisioned as a means'of controlling environments 'o%er large segments of land.

dt..
.w

Major architect: .,

Buckminster Fuller Expo 67, Montreal.
..


